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MSU grad to talk about near-death experience
Barbara Walters special
interviews 1982-83 grad
Deb Foster, airs tonight at 8
Special to the Ledger
Murray State University
graduate Deborah Foster will
appear with Barbara Walters on
the ABC Television Network's
special "Heaven. Where Is It'?
How Do We Get There," tonight
at from 8-10(CST). Foster will
explain her almost death experience that occurred from a near
fatal amniotic fluid embolism
three years ago during the birth
of her daughter. Bryce.
An Alpha Omicron Pi alumnus, Foster said they recently
celebrated her daughter's third
birthday on Dec. II. "It was a
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birthday celebration and also a
life celebration," she said.
In addition to Walters exploring the meaning of heaven and
afteclife with numerous scientific and religious leaders, such as
the Dalai Lama, she will also
interview Foster about her
"Heaven experience" when she
was declared clinically dead for
about four minutes.
"I immediately went to a different place. I was sitting on a
staircase, and the staircase went
as high up into the sky as you
can imagine," she said. "I was
sitting about mid-way up. The

Christmas
celebration
grows with
adoption
By TOM BERRY
Staff Writer
COLDWATER, Ky. —
Thomas and Diana Warren will
celebrate Christmas this year as
never before.
After an almost six-year
adoption process, they will have
even more brightly-wiapped
gifts
under
their
7-foot
Christmas tree for a third daughter who is now permanently
home for the holiday.
The Warrens, of Medye Lane.
have a 10-year-old daughter.
Marlayna, but now have 17year-old Danielle to share their
Christmas with, as well as 9year-old Tabitha. whom they
adopted through the Cabinet for
Health and Family Services in
2001.
With Danielle now listed on
the family roster, there will be
even more excitement, fun, and
love to share among the five of

them for the Christmas season.
However the Warrens Aid a
little celebrating earlier this season when they were among 16
adoptive families selected by
state Cabinet for Health and
Family Services officials to be
honored with the Forever
Families Award during a ceremony at the Frankfort Country
Club on Nov. 3 in recognition of
Adoption Awareness Month.
The Warrens took part with
other recipients selected for the
award for adoptive families and
furthering state adoptions effort.
Photographs and biographies of
the Warren's and 15 other
award-winning families remain
on display in the capital 16bby
through Jan. 1.
According to a news release
from the CHFS officials, the
Warrens have been an approved

•See Page 2A
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There will be a lot more love for Christmas this year at
Thomas and Diana Warren's Coldwater home with the
addition of their new 17-year-old daughter, Danielle (left),
who joined the family through adoption in May. There will
also be gifts under the tree for 9-year-old Tabitha (right,
front) who was adopted in 2001, and their birth daughter,
Marlayna, 10 (left, front).

sky was the most incredible
color of blue that does not exist
in this life."
Foster, who is scared of
heights, said she saw a bright
light at the top of the staircase
along with dogs and cats going
up and down the staircase.
"Individual rays of light were
being shot down to me in slow
motion and I would watch them
come down from the ball of
light," she said. "The individual rays of light would hit my
arm and then explode. I could
feel a sensation of warmth each
time a ray of light hit my arm."
An Ohio County High School
graduate, Foster said she does
remember hearing the voices of
the nurses in the room discussing the seriousness of her
condition or trying to revive her.
"I remember hearing them
code me and thinking I need to

stay with my children and praying to God to let me come back
and be their mother.- she said.
"1 waSn't thinking about Money,
my house, or my job. but instead
I was thinking about the people I
loved."
While recovering in the
Intensive Care Unit, Foster said
she wrote down everything she
saw in her vision. Then, another miracle occurred two months
after this experience.
"My husband and I had to
meet with my cardiologist after
this experience," she said. "I
had been told to expect damage
to my heart because I had suffered from full-blown cardiac
arrest and the four minutes was a
long period for no oxygen."
Foster said her doctor
explained he ranks the degree of

•See Page 2A

Holidays busy at post offices
Last-minute
letters to
Santa will
still be given
immediate
attention,
postmasters
report
By GREG TRAVIS
Staff Writer
Children in Calloway County
who might have waited until
the last minute to mail their letters to Santa Claus can still get
'them to the North Pole in time
for Christmas. according to
local postmasters with the
United States Postal Service.
Although time is running
short and the volume of letters
and packages at local post
offices is extremely heavy,
county postmasters report that
they will go the extra mile to be
sure children's letters are given
immediate attention.
With post offices in Calloway
County located in Murray.
Hazel, Dexter, New Concord.
Almo and Kirksey, parents
should be able to get their
child's letter to a postal facility
quickly and conveniently for
that last-minute mailing.
Murray Postmaster Jennifer
Doom said Monday. "Although
business is extremely bitty with
all the holiday mailings, we
will see that any last-minute
letters to Santa are still mailed.
We have a special mailbox in
the lobby just for letters being
sent to Saint Nick."
In Hazel. Postmaster Sherry
York said holiday mailings had
been very steady and two
trucks were running each day.
"As for any late letters to Santa,
well, that's no problem. We'll
get them to him."
Ronn Hubbard, Jr., New
Concord postmaster, said his
business had been in spurts.
"We're busy, and then it slows
down some. Last Monday was
really busy."
At New Concord. residents
were even able to enjoy baked

GREG TRAVIStedger & Times Photo

Murray Postal Clerk Claude Rice (left) assists Lori Treadway with mailing holiday
packages Monday. Also pictured are Steven Treadway. 10. and Jordan Barnett, 7.
Murray Postmaster Jennifer Doom said, as expected. there was an extremely heavy
amount of post office traffic Monday.
goodies and hot coffee as part year."
Eve than to mail them
of a Customer Appreciation
When asked about letters to •No extra packaging materiDay.
Santa Claus in the Dexter com- al, such as string or tape, is
In
Kirksey. Postmaster munity, he replied. "Oh. yeah. needed on a letter to Santa. The
Barbara Bucy. said the delivery We will be able to handle those glue on the ens elope flap is all
of parcels had been very heavy. last minute Santa letters, too."
that's needed.
"We've had lots of delivery
For help with getting those
1.1 Letter,. to Santa - and other
traffic and the window has also late letters to Santa. the U.S. holiday mail -. can be gix en
been busy. We definitely expect Postal Service offers the fol- right to your letter carrier at
Santa to visit Kirksey. so, yes, lowing tips from Mr. Claus to your door. rather than placing it
we can still aceiimmodate any expedite the process:
in a collection box or making a
last-minute Santa letters here.
Chitdren should ask their special trip to the post office.
too."
parents for help addressing and And, as always, families with
Mika Ramage. Almo post- putting stamps on their letters. curbside mailboxes can put
master, said business there had This can avoid misspellings. their mail in their mailbox tor
also been busy with an excep- which can slow down letters, or pickup.
tional increase all being seen in using too much or too little
According to a press release
package delivery.
postage.
from the postal ',en ice, it as
"We will join other post
II Like all mail, it's important noted that, in sonic instances.
1)flices in the county making that letters to Santa include a "while Santa himself recen es
sure any last-minute letters to complete return address.
most of the letters addressed to
Santa go out on time," she said.
el Santa enjoys candy canes him, some are sent to certified
In Dexter. Postmaster Roger and cookies and his reindeer organizations and indiNiduals
Kaler also reported a busy day enjoy fresh hay. But because who help those in need. This
with window traffic and pack- these treats can he damaged or tradition began in 1912, when
age delivery. "We're in busi- crushed when sent in a regular Postmaster General Frank 11
ness and we're busy. It is the envelope. Santa says its better
busiest delivery day of the to leave them out on Christmas
II See Page 3A
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Barbara Walters and Murray State University graduate
Deborah Foster stand outside the House of the Holy
Redeemer Church in New York City
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McCain: Events should decide troop withdrawls
By BRUCE SCHREINER
Associated Press Writer
LOUISVILLE, Ky. (AP) —
Sen. John McCain said Monday
that events in Iraq should dictate
any pullback of American
forces, and warned that despite
recent progress more U.S. casualties are likely in a sobering
assessment of efforts to defeat a
stubborn insurgency.
"It's going to be long and it's
going to be hard," the Arizona
Republican said while speaking
at the University of Louisville.
"And we're going to tragically
see across the crawl on our television screens, 'Three Marines,
two soldiers die' and it grieves
all of us."
McCain, mixing public policy comments with a promotion
of his latest book, also praised
President Bush for outlining his
Iraq policy in a series of recent
speeches.
"I wish they had come much
earlier," McCain said.
Fielding questions from the
audience, McCain spoke on a
broad range of su5jects. He criticized the use of torture when
interrogating terror suspects,

Sen. John McCain
questioned Bush's decision to
order surveillance without court
approval and denounced massive budget deficits.
McCain sidestepped a question about whether he would run
for president in 2008.
But much of the attention
was fixed on Iraq. He cited
progress — from the recent parliamentary elections to signs of
betterarained Iraqi troops.

He said U.S. forces could
pull back eventually to enclaves,
responding only to "dire kinds
of emergencies," and then gradually withdraw once Iraqi forces
can handle security.
"The problem with setting a
timetable for withdrawal is that
it's not connected to the events
on the ground," he said. "I
would like to withdraw all
troops tomorrow, but we can't
do it until the Iraqi military and
police are capable of taking over
the responsibilities that we are
now performing."
Failure in Iraq could lead to a
takeover by Muslim extremists.
posing a threat to the U.S.,
McCain said. Success would
secure democracy that could
spread to Iraq's Arab neighbors,
he said.
Louisville businessman Bill
Stone, a longtime Republican
activist, said afterward that he
viewed McCain's remarks as an
endorsement of Bush's goals in
Iraq.
"If you can get a beacon of
democracy in Iraq, it's going to
make all the difference in the
world to our society," he said.

Policelog
Murray Police Department
Monday.
• A thett was reported at Warehouse Tire at 10 18 a.m.
theft at 11:52 a.m
• Someone came into the station to report a
Monday
• An injury accident was reported on U.S 641 North at 5:32 p.m
Monday Murray Fire Department and EMS also responded.
• A theft was reported at 1601 Catalina at 8:41 p.m. Monday.
• A hit-and-run accident was reported at 11:56 p.m. Monday at
Briggs & Stratton.
• Someone came into the station at 5:12 a.m. Tuesday to report
a broken car window
after a car at
• Extra patrol was requested early Tuesday morning
times.
three
vandalized
was
308 S 10th St
— Information is obtained from reports, logs
and citations from various agencies.

Stone listed McCain among
his early favorites in the
Republican race for the White
House in 2008 and added,"If he
were the Republican candidate
for president, I think he would
win."
State Democratic Chairman
Jerry Lundergan said he thinks
McCain would be too independthe
win
to
ent-minded
Republican nomination for president.
"He doesn't walk in step to
their music all the time,"
Lundergan said in a phone interview.
Meanwhile. McCain said he
wanted to know more about
Bush's approval of spying on
suspected terrorists without
court orders, which has sparked
bipartisan criticism in Congress.
"I do not understand yet why
we didn't use the normal
process," McCain said.
McCain said he didn't know
whether he would have made the
same decision, saying he didn't
know the circumstances that led
to Bush's decision. McCain also
said he was interested in knowing who was being monitored.

Woman pleads in child's death
PADUCAH, Ky.(AP) — A Paducah woman has pleaded guilty
to reckless homicide in connection with the death of a 5-year-old
boy who was hit while crossing a street.
Peggy Ligon, 27. entered the plea Monday in McCracken Circuit
Court. Ligon originally was charged with manslaughter in the May
12 death of Sha'QUawn McNeely after toxicology results showed
she had a high amount of marijuana in her system.
Moments before he was hit. Ligon told McNeely and four other
children it was OK to cross the street. Ligon said she and the children were starting to cross when Sha'Quawn left her side and was
struck by a pickup driven by Jarrod Smith, 36. of Paducah. Smith
was not charged.
McCracken Cormonwealth Attorney Tim Kaltenbach said he
would recommend a five year sentence in exchange for the plea.
Ligon, who has been in jail since she was charged in July, would be
eligible for parole.
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From Front
resource home since 1999. They
have served sibling groups,
teenagers and children with special needs as a "Care Plus"
home.
Diana Warren, an x-ray technician at Murray Calloway
County Hospital, says she and
her husband first got involved in
the adoptive families, effort
through friends and almost
immediately began trying to
adopt Tabitha in the early 1990s.
Since then they have also taken
in at least eight other children on
a short-term basis.
"We figured it up the other
day and I think we've had about
10 foster children," she said.
"Some of them we just gave
some respite and they only
stayed a little while."
Although the effort to bring
Danielle home began in 1999,
the big event was finalized in
May. Danielle, is deaf, but
despite many hurtles, the
Warrens were able to locate
services for individuals with
hearing impairments in western
Kentucky.

Marlayna is excited about her
growing family and said it's
great have two sisters in the
house.
"I was really lonesome when
no one was here with me," she
said.
Tabitha, the family's first
adoptive child, agrees. "It's
good," she said. "(Marlayna)
does cartwheels and stuff. We
also swing and play dolls."
Through her mother as interpreter, Danielle says she has
some favorite activities of her
own that she likes to share with
her new younger sisters.
"1 like to read books and ride
my bicycle and play basketball,"
she said.
Previously, Danielle had
attended the National Deaf
Academy while living in foster
homes. Every member of the
Warren family has now begun to
learn sign language so they can
communicate with her.
Diana said she and her husband had their doubts about taking in foster children, but now
that they have taken that step
they are glad they did.
"Especially °fits with special

medicine technician at MCCH,
said his two new daughters have
been a blessing and would
encourage anyone who loves
children to consider adoption.
"If you care about kids it's a
good program. but you have got
to want to take care of kids," he

needs like Danielle. She needed
a home," Diana said. "We've
had to learn sign language and
it's been very hard to get services for her in this area, but things
are getting better for deaf people
and that's very encouraging."
Thomas Warren. a nuclear

said.
Diana Warren says that she's.
not sure whether the family
would adopt another child, but
taking in another one on a temporary basis is a possibility.
"Oh, we don't really know
she said. "It could happen."

Near-death ...
From Front
damage from zero to four, with
four representing the most intensive damage.
"He ranked mine zero," she
said. "It was a miracle when he
couldn't explain any damage.
The daughter of Robert and
Dee Foster of Hartford. Ky.,
Foster said she has seen both
sides of religion through her
father's Baptist faith and her,
mother's Catholicism religious
beliefs. "Today. I am of
Presbyterian faith and after this
experience realize there is truly
more to life than this one we live
here on this earth."
The safety inanager for
Americas Logistics in SanJuan
Capistrano, Calif.. Foster said
she gladly tells her experience
out of gratitude and wasn't paid
to appear on ABC. "I was
given a chance to come back and
explain what she saw and also
let others know that miracles
happen."
Foster's story was originally
covered on a miracle segment of
San Diego's KGTV station.

Photo provided
Deborah Foster, who will be interviewed on an ABC special tonight, is shown with her daughter. Bryce (being
held), and son. Christopher.
When Walters began filming two hours it will be interesting
segments for her show, they .to see what they chose to air, and
which parts were edited out."
found Foster.
Foster lives with her hus"I was flown to New York
City to tape the segment for her band, Alan Chan, Bryce. and
show," she said. "The inter- their son, Christopher.
view itself was actually nearly
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School awaits 'intelligent design' ruling
HARRISBURG, Pa.(AP) —
A federal judge considering
whether "intelligent design"
belongs in public school biology
classes could deal a blow to the
movement cntical of the theory
of evolution.
U.S. District Judge John E.
Jones III was expected to rule
Tuesday on whether the Dover
Area School Board violated the
Constitution when it required its
biology curriculum to include
"intelligent design."
Intelligent design is the theory that life on Earth was produced by an unidentified intelligent cause. The school board
policy was believed to have
been the first of its kind in the
nation.
"It seems to me that a number
of states and a number of school
boards which may be considering something 'similar will be
watching," said Carl Tobias, a
University of Richmond law

professor.
Lawyers tor the school board
have said they hope Jones will
limit the scope of his ruling to
the board's motivation for
adopting the curriculum change.
But attorneys for eight families suing to have intelligent
design removed from the science curriculum hope Jones will
rule more broadly on the scientific validity of intelligent
design.
The board's attorneys said
members sought to improve science education by exposing students to alternatives to Charles
Darwin's theory of natural
selection
causing
gradual
changes over time; intelligentdesign proponents argue that it
cannot fully explain the existence of complex life forms.
The plaintiffs argued that
intelligent design amounts to a
secular repackaging of creationism, which the courts have

already ruled cannot be taught in
public schools.
The Dover policy, adopted in
October 2004. requires students
to hear a statement about intelligent design before ninth-grade
biology lessons on evolution.
The statement says Charles
Darwin's theory is "not a fact,"
has inexplicable "gaps," and
refers students to an intelligentdesign textbook,"Of Pandas and
People," for more information.
The dispute is the latest chapter in a long-running debate over
the teaching of evolution dating
back to the famous 1925 Scopes
Monkey Trial, in
which
Tennessee biology teacher John
T. Scopes was fined 5100 for
violating law that forbade teaching evolution. The Tennessee
Supreme Court reversed his
conviction on the narrow ground
that only a jury trial could
impose a fine exceeding $50.
The law was repealed in 1967.

College loans bear biggest
part of budget-cutting plan
By BEN FELLER
AP Education Wnter
WASHINGTON (AP)— As
Congress moves to slash $40
billion in spending, no program
will take a bigger hit than college loans, where ithhOSI S13
billion would be cut over five
years.
For students, the upshot Is
mixed. Excessive government
payments to banks would he
halted, freeing up some dollars
for new grants, larger loan limits and reduced loan fees.
But overall, the student loan
program would endure the
largest cut in its history. and
mold of the money would not
be pumped backinto education.
Instead, under a plan the House
approved Monday, the money
would be erased as one huge
way to reduce the federal
deficit.
"At a time when the entire
country believes we need to
make higher education more
affordable, Congress is trying
to balance the budget on the
backs of students," said
Jasmine Harris. legislative

director tor the United States

The timing ot Senate action
Student Association.
was unclear Colleges and uniParents who take out loans versity associations scrambled
on behalf of their students Moaday, impng the Senate to
would pay higher interest rates. maxi the bill as the Congress
And other pans of the college tried to end its 2005 work
package could indirectly drive
Within higher education, the
Uct costs fur students. if banks
single biggest cut appears to be
pa•S on new expenses or offer in the profits of lenders. Under
less attractive loans as their current law, banks get to keep
profit margin shnnks.
the excess money when the
"You don't want to say the amounts that students pay in
••
news is all bad. It's a decidedly interest exceed the raw of
mixed bag." said Terry Hartk. return that the government has
senior vice president of the guaranteed. That would end.
American
Council
on Lenders would have to refund
Education, the largest coalition the difference to the governof colleges and higher educa- ment. meaning billions of doltion groups in the nation. "But
on balance, one comes to the
The interest rate for parent
conclusion that this is a sad loans would Increase to a fixed
step in the history of the stu- rate of 8.5 percent in July. It is
dent loan program."
now a v anal* rate and had
The $12.7 billion in college been sei to mine to a fixed raw
cuts are part of an effort, led by. of 7.9 percent. Meanwhile, the
conservative Republican law- interest on students loans
makers. to show discipline with would also move to a fixed rate
the public's money. But of 6.8 percent in July. up from
Democrats say GOP leaders Its current v :triable rate of 4 7
only want to pay tor tax cuts, percent. But that change was
all the while eroding the ability already set to happen under
of parents to pay for college.
law.
All
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Dr. Blalock and Staff
would like to wish everyone a
Merry Christmas and
a Happy New Year.
And say Thank You Alain.for choosin4 us as
,lturray:0 Favorite Family Practitioner

GREG TRAVISLedger & Times Photo

Customers at the New Concord Post Office enjoyed participating in a Customer
Appreciation Day. Postmaster,Ronn Hubbard, Jr. (left) said his facility had also been
busy with holiday mailings. Shown with the postmaster are (from left) Peggy Adams,
Ruby Moody and Carolyn Sikes.
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II Post Offices ...
From Front
Hitchcock authorized postmasters to share letters to Santa with
local charities and others. Many
Santa letters will be answered by
a variety of Santa's helpers charitable
organizations,

We will reopen January 2nd. 2006.

employees of local post offices
and volunteers who simply want
to help a child's holiday wishes
come true."
The postal service noted that
letters to Santa Claus are handled by the local post offices, so
policies may vary from city to
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One Step
Forward,Two
Steps Back
Iraq's huge voter turnout last
Those relatively few who
week was a clear step forward
were spied on and had their cell
for the Bush administration's
phones monitored must have
policy and for a stable Iraqi
demonstrated their intention to
government, if all sides can
aid in another terrorist attack on
learn to live together. But what
U.S. soil. Waiting for a judge to
give permission to monitor a
happened in
Washington
suspect's cell phone often takes
last week
too long. Before a court order
will undercut can be obtained, the terrorist
the war on
suspect can disconnect, or
terror and
change numbers and the trail
encourage
quickly grows cold. The law those who
especially the Foreign
want to
Intelligence Surveillance Act
reprise Sept. (FISA) - has lagged behind the
II, 2001 on
technological innovation and '
Cal's
a much
cunning of our enemies.
Thoughts grander
President Bush did what he
By Cal Thomas scale.
swore he would do in his oath
Syndicated
of office: protect this country
It was
Columnist
probably not
and its citizens from all enemies, foreign and domestic.
coincidental
that on the
You can't win a chess game
same day the Senate voted
when only one side plays by the
against extending the USA
rules. You can't win at the terror
Patriot Act, The New York Times game when one side is preoccupied with civil liberties and
printed a story it had held for a
year that contained numerous
charges of torture instead of vicanonymous, and therefore unac- tory and the other is concerned
only with how many of us they
countable, sources claiming
President Bush authorized the
can kill.
National Security Agency to
The second step back from
eavesdrop on American citizens
victory came in a bill by Sen.
John McCain,Arizona
and others after Sept. 11. Just
once it would be nice if the
Republican, to ban "cruel, inhuanonymous would leak somemane and degrading" treatment
thing beneficial to their country. of prisoners in American cusIn his Saturday radio
tody. One wishes our enemies
would adopt such a standard,
address, the president said he
personally reauthorized the
but they won't because they are
more interested in winning than
eavesdropping program more
than 30 times since 9/11 and did behaving nicely. The major flaw
so while consulting members of in McCain's thinking is similar
Congress. He also defended his
to what one sees in our dealings
decision, because listening in on with Israel and her enemies. It
conversations of actual or possi- is that what we do affects what
ble terrorists is "crucial to our
the other side does and if we
national security."
will be "humane" to them, they
won't blow us to smithereens.
After the N.Y. Times story
appeared, the Senate failed to
That is dangerous wishful thinkextend the Patriot Act, falling
ing and there is no evidence to
short of the 60-vote majority
support it.
needed to overcome a filibuster
Surely the word has gone out
led by Democrats. Some senato the terrorists that if they are
tors expressed concern about
captured they have little to fear
damage to civil liberties. But
because Americans won't torturecivil liberties mean nothing if
them. When information we
might otherwise have obtained
you're killed by a terrorist who
has manipulated the
is not extracted from them and
thousands, or millions, more of
Constitution to achieve his or
her objectives. The Senate's
us die; will those who favor
refusal to extend the Patriot Act
restraining interrogators be held
increases the likelihood that
accountable?
more of us will die sooner than
Jimmy Carter said he was
we expect.
"surprised" when Soviet
Former New York City
President Leonid Brezhnev lied
Mayor Rudy Giuliani wrote in a to him and invaded Afghanistan
Dec. 17 N.Y. Times column that in 1979. Carter apparently forfailure to extend the Patriot Act
got that communists lie.
beyond its Dec. 31 expiration
It is that same naivete and
date "represents a grave potenfailure to understand the threat
tial threat to the nation's securiconfronting us now that proty." When another attack comes, duces the thinking which opposwill those senators whose cones monitoring evildoers among
cern for civil liberties trumps
us? We lower our guard at a
the saving of lives step forward
time when it needs to be raised
to acknowledge their role in
to new levels.
weakening America?
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WASHINGTON TODAY
By Ron Fourier

Bush's pleas for support
WASHINGTON(AP)— No more rosy
scenarios.
After watching his credibility and
approval ratings crumble over the course of
2005, President Bush completed a rhetorical
shift Sunday night by abandoning his
everything-is-OK pitch to Americans and
coming clean: He was wrong about the
rationale for going to war in Iraq; he underestimated the dangers: the country has suffered "terrible loss"; and the bad news isn't
over.
Even with his high-profile display of
candor — a step anxious Republican leaders had been demanding for weeks — Bush
remained unyielding.
"To retreat before victory would be an
act of recklessness and dishonor and I will
not allow it," he said in a prime-time
address, capping a series of five speeches
designed to reverse a stunning political
free-fall.
There is some evidence that the rhetorical shift has worked. Recent polls suggest
that while a majority of Americans disapprove of Bush's perfomiance, his job rating
has increased a bit. Nearly six of every 10
Americans said the U.S. military should
stay until Iraq is stabilized, which is Bush's
position.
A year ago, more than 70 percent held
that view, and Bush insisted the Iraq war
was on a steady path to victory. "Month by
month, Iraqis are assuming more responsibility for their own security." Bush said
during his re-election campaign.
Vice President Dick Cheney, the administration's chief cheerleader, went so far as
to say last May that Iraqi insurgents were in
the "last throes."
The happy talk didn't ring true to many
Americans, who watched in horror as the

U.S. death toll
climbed above
2,000 and wondered why Bush
refused to take
time off from his
summer vacation
to meet with the
mother of a slain
soldier. Cindy
Sheehan became
the grim face of a
budding anti-war
movement.
Bush seemed
out of touch,
unable to grasp the
concerns of people
opposed to the war
or even those who
were starting to wonder about it.
While standing firm on his main principle — that the war in Iraq is key to
American security — Bush reached out
Sunday to those who disagree.
"I also want to speak to those of you
who did not support my decision to send
troops to Iraq: I have heard your disagreement, and I know how deeply it is felt,"
Bush said. "I do not expect you to support
everything I do, but tonight I have a
request: Do not give in to despair, and do
not give up on this fight for freedom."
At his political best in 2004, Bush
acknowledged that people would disagree
with him and used that tension to burnish
his credibility. "Even when we don't
agree," he said at his nominating convention in New York,"you know what I
believe and where I stand."
His credibility now in tatters, Bush
injected a dose of reality into his rhetoric.

He used some
form of the
word "sacrifice" four
times, spoke
three times of
the -loss"
caused by war
and braced
Americans for
more to come:
"There is more
testing and sacrifice before
He said Iraq
has been more
difficult than
expected, a rare
AP admission of
error. This is exactly what many senior
Republicans had urged Bush to do — speak
bluntly about war as Franklin Roosevelt did
during World War H and eloquently about
the cause and sacrifice as Abraham Lincoln
did during the Civil War.
"Tonight was a high water mark in his
acknowledgment that mistakes have been
made and that he has to accept his share of
the blame." said Republican Sen. John
Warner of Virginia, chairman of the Armed
Services Committee.
Did it work?.That's for Americans to
judge, but even with a softening of his rhetoric Bush is still giving doubters little leeway. People are still either with him — or
for defeat.
"Defeatism may have its partisan uses."
he said,"but it is not justified by the facts."
Ron Fournier has covered the White
House and politics since 1992.
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Public radio stations in
mation until the situation had
The mind-boggling decision
Kentucky are working together
of the Courier-Journal to close • attained red-alert statuA.
Local papers like the Murray to bridge these gaps. WKMS,
its regional bureaus in Paducah,
for instance, subscribes to a
Ledger & Times do not have
Hazard and Elizabethtown did
service that provides stories
not even make the front page of staff to cover big stories. The
Associated Press, of course, can from Frankfort bureau chief
the so-called state newspaper
Tony McVeigh. In addition, a
step into the breach, but the
last week.
loose consortium of public
wire service is stretched as thin
In a move that could otherradio outlets has been producas everyone else.
wise be described as "circling
"We have to rely on the AP." ing features that are run
the wagons,- publisher Ed
throughout the state. On the
Ledger & Times editor Eric
Manassah explained that the
recent anniversary of the miliWalker admitted. "Often we are
change was aimed at maximiztary air crash at Gander.
ing use of limited resources and the ones who call them when
Newfoundland, WKMS broke
we see something on WPSD
sharpening the focus on local
into its national reporting time
(the NBC affiliate in Paducah)
news. While assuring readers
to run a 9-minute piece prothat the C-J is still committed to or in The Paducah Sun that
duced by WFPL in Louisville
• should be covered. We alert
covering "the big stories in
on the tragedy and its impact on
them."
Kentucky," Manassah
Kate Lochte. manager of the , nearby Fort Campbell.
announced goals to grow the CKate Lochte sees this
National Public Radio member
is suburban coverage and
station WKMS-FM in Murray,
approach as a way to allow conintensify their online presence.
tinuous cycling of news."We
Madisonville, Paducah and
Not until the fifth paragraph
don't have a consistent flow of last Wednesday's article, was Paris. Tenn.. remarked that the
.yet," the station manager conreassignment of Jim Malone •
there mention that readers outfrom C-Is Paducah bureau, cre- cedes, "but we are not the only
side of Louisville might be hurt
ones trying to solve the probates, a potential coverage void.
by the shift, and that the action
lem."
"No one else has the depth
could signal the end of a proud
The Murray Ledger &
and background that he has
tradition of statewide coverage.
Times. with three main news
acquired in covering the
Beyond that, there was little
reporters, strives to maintain its
gaseous diffusion plant," Ms.
discussion of how citizens in a
pnmary coverage areaa "We
Lochte said. referring to the
predominately rural state can
have the cities of Murray and
hope to stay informed of crucial Department of Energy uranium
Hazel, the county and the unienrichment plant in Paducah. a
regional and statewide issues
versity. which is like another
with meager media coverage.
Superfund clean-up site.
Culit,zilly, residetfti of the
"WKMS does not possess the
city in itself.- editor Eric
Walker declared. -And when
Jackson Purchase would have to scientific knowledge to explain
those issues.subscribe to scores of small
you add the schools, the hospiWith only two full-time
dailies and weekly papers to
tal and businesses, we're pretty
keep up with the region's news. news positions — both entailing busy."
And if a developing story
on-air responsibilities —
The Murray paper steps outrequired investigative tenoning. WKMS struggles with limited
side its typical bounds when
it is possible that no one news
reporting time and difficulty
stories have direct local impact.
entity would be equipped to dig
recruiting radio news people to
"We track the region's educain and ferret out esential infora rural market.
tional calendar. state tourism.

and keep pretty close tabs
on the regional industrial
park in
Graves
County,"
Walker
remarked.
"And our
state legislators provide
Main Street
information
about goings- By Constance
on in
Alexander
Frankfort."
Ledger & Times
But with
Columnist
the closing of
the CourierJournal
bureau in Paducah, the probability of a developing regional
story falling through the cracks
increases. And with the state
newspaper no longer covering
all of Kentucky, how can citizens stay abreast of the complex problems confronting the
commonwealth?
Everyone understands belttightening and managing the.
bottom-line, but when a onceheralded newspaper abandons
its statewide mission for the
sake of pitvertising revenue,
how do we identify and verify
political wrongs that should be
righted? How do we limit abuses of power_w_rid curb the Rossibilities for chicanery when no
one is on the front lines, reporting the facts?
Read Main Street online at
www.murrayledger coin.
Contact the columnist directly
at constancealexander@chaiternet.
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Bush defends domestic spying order

Mns. Nay Mogan Davis
A graveside advice for Mrs. Mao Imogene Davis was today
(Tuesday) sill a.m at the Murray City Cemetery. The Rev. Jeff
Elliott officiated_
Pallbearers were Robert Houston, Justin Houston, Harold
Phillips and Mike Futrell.
J.H. Churchill Funeral Home was in charge of arrangements.
Mrs. Davis, 89, Justice Road, Murray, died Sunday, Dec. 18,
2005, at 7 a.m. at Murray-Calloway County Hospital.
She was a member of Locust Grove Baptist Church.
Her husband. Robert E. Davis; two sons, Steve Davis and Johnny
Futrell; and one grandson, Bobby Brelsford, all preceded her in
death. Born Jan. 6, 1916, in Trigg County, she was the daughter of
the late Curtis Stewart and Maggie Stewart.
Survivors include two daughters, Mrs. Janet Brelsford and Mrs.
Bobbie Childress and husband. Junior, all of Murray; five grandchildren, Ricky Childress, Jason Brelsford and Brad Brelsford, all of
Murray, Linda Shultz, Henderson, and Mike Futrell, Dover, Tenn.;
seven great-grandchildren.

Mime* Lander Harty Reid. DWASHINGTON (AP) The
Nev.. and Sen. Hillary Rodbell&
of
a
top-secret
disclosure
*AGM
D-N.Y.
Clinton.
domestic spying program has
naming them -to allow a fund
ignited a furious debate about
sow on legislation renewal. 1916
presidential authority, civil- libanti -terror Patna Act. wig il
erties and whether President
was inexcusable to let it moire.
Bush is acting above the law.
want senators from New York
"Do I have the legal authonor Los Angeles or Las Vegas to
ty to do this'? And the answer is.
go home and explain why these
absolutely," Bush insisted on
cities are !Ater w'thou( the
Monday.
extension, he said.
But plenty of people disReid and Clinton both helped
agreed with his conclusion.
block pow oil the legislation
Angry that the program had
in the Senate Mat week.
been revealed, Bush said it was
Bush noted dam U.S. intellian effective tool in disrupting
gence agencies have been fault
terrorists. He said it was "a
eat for tailing to -connect the
shameful act" for someone to
dots" about threats to the
Mrs. Darlene L Brooks
have leaked details to the media.
nation's secunty. He said the
The funeral for Mrs. Darlene L. Brooks will be Wednesday at 1
Attorney General Alberto
Patnot Act and the spying proDavid
Murray.
of
Home
p.m. in the chapel of Imes-Miller Funeral
Gonzales said it was "probably
gram help take care of that probWilliams will officiate. Entombment will follow in the Murray City the most classified program that
km
Mausoleum.
States govthe
United
in
exists
Reid fired back: "The presiVisitation will be at the funeral home from 5 to 8 p.m. today emment"- involving electrondent and the Republican leader(Tuesday).
ic intercepts of telephone calls
ship should stop playing politics
Expressions of sympathy may be made to Alzheimer's and e-mails in the United States
with the Patriot Act.- he said in
40220.
Ky.,
Louisville,
Road,
Taylorsville
3703
.
Association
of people with known ties to alstatement that added he and
a
17,
Dec.
Saturday.
Mrs. Brooks, 78, Tina Lane, Murray, died
Qaida and other terrorist groups.
Democrats favor a threeother
2005, at 4:45 p.m. at her home.
extension of the expiring
month
Bush
conference.
news
At
a
the
and
King
M.
Ida
of
daughter
Born Sept. 14. 1927, she was the
allow time for a longwas
to
he
law
suggestion
the
at
bristled
AP
late William Newton King. One sister, Maurine King, also preceded
term compromise. The legislaunlimited powers.
assuming
conferpress
a
during
Monday
speaks
Bush
President
her in death.
but
"To say 'unchecked power' ence in the East Room of the White House in Washington. tion has cleared the House
Survivors include her husband, William E. Brooks; one son.
blocked
has:e
Democrats
Senate
Michael K. Vaughn. and one grandson, James William Vaughn, both basically is ascribing some kind Accused of acting above the law, Bush forcefully defendfinal passage and its prospects
of Facaville, Calif.; her mother, Mrs. Ida M. King, Murray; one sis- of dictatorial position to the ed a domestic spying program on Monday as an effective
are uncertain in the congressionpresident, which I strongly
ter, Mrs. Beverly Gaither, North Port, Fla.
tool in disrupting terrorists and insisted it was not an al session's final days. Scolded
reject," he said angrily in a finof Americans civil liberties.
by Bush. Le) lawmakers
ger-pointing answer. "I am abuse
Zachary Matthew McCrary Gibson reopened talks by setting out the
do,
to
me
expect
you
what
doing
leadership.
Monday
his
Bush's Supreme Court nominee. fidence in
The funeral for Zachary Matthew McCrary Gibson was
rough parameters of a deal:
Appealing for support. Bush Extending the act for one to four
at I p.m. in the Home Chapel of Scottsboro Funeral Home, 1502 and at the same time, safeguard- Samuel Alito, his views of the
the
of
liberties
civil
the
ing
officiated,
Bell
Chris
president's authority for spying used the word "understand" 25 years.
County Park Rd., Scottsboro, Ala. The Rev.
country."
times in a nearly hour-long news
without a warrant.
Burial was in the Price Cemetery, Hollywood, Ala.
Bush said the electronic
hope the
Despite Bush's defense, there
Master Gibson. 6 months, Scottsboro. Ala.. died Saturday. Dec.
"Where does he find in the conference. "I
ing program, coneavesdropp
was a growing storm of criticism Constitution the authority to tap American people un3erstand 17. 2005, at Huntsville Hospital.
ducted by the National Secunty
Gibson;
Matt
and
for
that
McCrary
calls
enemy
Laura
and
an
parents,
still
Congress
his
is
from
Survivors include
the wires and the phones of there
Agency. lets the government
grandparents, Sterling McCrary. Wanda McCrary and Tracy investigations, from Democrats American citizens without any would like to strike the United
move faster than the standard
Hollywood,
Gibson.
they're
West
and
Phyllis
and
alike.
s
America,
Wallace
of
Republican
States
and
Scottsboro.
Sen.
of
Thomas, all
court oversight?" asked
practice of seeking a courtAla., and Cindy and Doug Underhill, Murray. Ky.; great-grandpar- Virginia Sen. Jay Rockefeller. Carl Levin. D-Mich. Sen. very dangerous." he said.
warrant under the
authorized
ents, Lila Gilliam and Jane Wilbourn, both of Scottsboro, Lois and the top Democrat on the Senate Dianne Feinstein, D-Calif. said Similarly, he said he hoped that
Intelligence
Foreign
Davenport,
Hollis
and
intentions
his
Nelda
Committee, Bush's interpretation of the blacks who doubt
Intelligence
Donald Gibson, Hollywood. and
Act. "West got to
Surveillance
released a handwritten letter Constitution was "incorrect and "understand that I care about
Dexter, Ky.; several aunts and uncles
be fast on our 'feet, quick to
them."
expressing concern to Vice dangerous."
and prevent," the presidetect
President Dick Cheney after
Bush challenged Senate dent said.
The spying uproar was the
being briefed more than two latest controversy about Bush's
years ago.
handling of the war on terror.
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Sunnis decry election
results, claim fraud

The Ledger & Times will
print a paper
Saturday, Dec. 24th.
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COMMUNITY
Stroke/Brain Injury Support Group

Birth
Announcements

Murray Fastpitch Club
selling Tiger shirts

Emeory Kohle
Sayre
Mr. and Mrs. Michael Earl
Sayre of Murray are the parents of a son, Emeory Kohle
Sayre, born on Friday, Dec.
9, 2005, at 2:19 p.m. at Murray-Calloway County Hospital.
The baby weighed 10 pounds
2 ounces and measured 21 1/4
inches. The mother is the former Amanda Nicole MajorsWinston.
Grandparents are Roy and
Michelle Winston of Murray
and James and Rose Sayre of
Culleoka, Tenn.

Ethan Dale
Cunningham
Clifton Dale and Felicia
Marie Cunningham of Murray
are the parents of a son, Ethan
Dale Cunningham, born on Saturday. Dec. 10, 2005, at Murray-Calloway County Hospital.
The baby weighed 6 pounds
I ounce and measured 18 1/2
inches.
Grandparents are Mark Allen
Clark, Sara Lee Clark, Jimmy
Dale Cunningham and Melba
Jean Taylor.

Laker Band
has promotion
to raise funds
High
Calloway County
School Laker Band is selling
cookbooks at $10 each. This
is another promotion to raise
funds for the band's trip to
perform in the Citrus Bowl
Parade.
Anyone interested may purchase a cookbook from Nyle
Torsak at 753-4529, Linda
Avery at 753-1292 or any band
booster. Books can also be
purchased at New Life Christian Bookstore and Cornerstone
Coffee House -Campus Edition.

Jo's
Datebook
By Jo Burke-en

Glory Bound will be Thursday
Photo provided
The Murray Stroke/Brain Injury Support Group met recently for its annual Christmas
party at the Garden Gate Cafe. Fourteen members were present. For more information
on attending meetings of the group contact Cheryl Crouch at 762-1557.
.•

Land Between The Lakes announces
Winter 2006 Eagle Viewing Trips
GOLDEN POND, Ky. —
Bundle up in warm winter clothing and experience the enchanting sights on a bald eagle
viewing trip, offered again this
winter at Land Between The
Lakes (LBL) National Recreation Area throughout January
and February.
' Also, back by popular
demand. LBL hosts a weekend Of-liver cruises Jan. 1416 for up close views of the
eagles from the water.
LBL interpreters take visitors to the best wildlife viewing hot spots on the 170.000acre recreation area. Visitors
will most likely see migratory bald eagles. gulls and other
waterfowl, as well as native
wildlife species, such as deer
and turkey. Visitors can enjoy
viewing the eagles January
through early March.
"LBL is a major wintering

spot for bald eagles from northern areas such as Michigan
and Canada," said Aviva Yasgur, Nature State interpreter.
"Due to excellent coordination
between state and federal agencies in past years to restore eagle
habitats and populations, we
have seen tremendous increases in eagles coming into this
area."
Despite cold temperatures
that usually keep people
indoors, bald eagles thrive in
winter conditions. What better
way to view bald eagles than
from the comforts of the spacious appointed CQ Princess.
the 100-foot CQ princess luxury yacht, that offers wonderful views from both outside
on deck and indoors where it's
warm.
Van trips meet and depart
from the Nature Station unless
otherwise indicated. Visitors are
advised to dress appropriately
for the weather and moderate
walking. Also, don't forget to
bring binoculars and field
guides. Check-in is recommended 15 minutes before departure time.
full
and
Reservations
deposits are required for all
trips. Yasgur said the eagle
excursions are very popular.
so early reservations are encouraged. Gift certificates are available.
Van tours-will include morning and afternoon tours with
moderate walking required. The
fees are $5 for ages 12 and
under and $7 for ages 13 and

up. Tours will be Jan 7 at 9
a.m. to noon and 1 to 4 p.m.;
Jan. 8, 22 and 29 from 1 to
4 p.m.; Feb. 5 from 1:30 to
4:30 p.m.; Feb. 11 from 9 a.m.
to noon and 1:30 to 4:30 p.m.;
Feb. 12, 14 and 18 from 1:30
to 4:30 p.m., all to meet at
the Nature Station; Feb. 20
from 1:30 to 4.30 p.m. to
meet at Golden Pond Visitor
Center.
River Cruises are $55 per
person with lunch included.
These will depart from Kenlake State Resort Park Marina. Visit www.cyriverside.com
to see the yacht. Cruises will
he Jan. 14. 15 and 16 from
11:30 a.m. to 2:30 p.m.
Other wildlife-view programs will be "Wildlife by the
Water Van Tour" from 1 to
4:30 p.m. on Jan. 28 to meet
at South Welcome Station;
"Presidents' Weekend Elk &
Bison Prairie Van Tour" from
1:30 to 4:30 p.m. on Feb. 19
to meet at Golden Pond Visitor Center.
LBL National Recreation
Area is public land managed
by the USDA Forest Service,
in partnership with "Friends of
LBL," with an emphasis on
outdoor recreation and environmental. education.
For more information on
LBL's eagle viewing excursions and reservations, call
weekdays at 1-270-92472020.
For additional LBL information,
call 1-800-LBL-7077 or 1-270924-2000, or visit on the Internet at www.lbl.org.

Give the Gift
of Arbonne!
Gift Certificates Available
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Volunteers are needed Army

is
The local unit of The Salvation
continuing with the annual Christmas Bell Ringing for donations to help provide for the
needy in the city and county. Volunteer bell ringers are still
needed to fill a few hours on Dec. 23 and 24. To volunteer
call Mike or Joann Faihst at 756-9676 for times and details.
Kerry Lambert, unit chairman, said after three weekends of
ringing, approximately $7,500 has been raised.
Community
Editor

Wishing you every happiness this holiday season and beyond
Knowing you has made our year a link brighter. Punk )oti!

•

The Murray High School Fastpitch Club
Is selling non-sports specified shirts to raise
money for the softball team. Shirts are
available in gray and pre-orders are being
taken.
This is a new design that was just developed and this will be the only place that
a shirt can be purchased.
For more information call Jana Barnett
at 753-0137 or Tami Winchester at 7532808.

http://livingproof.
myarbonne.com

Pe4.60l'tal

303 N. 12th St • 759-2100• Next to The Mane Event
•
•

Tiffany Hjerpe, RN Nikki Hjerpe
Coarahdat

RBONNE

Gospel 3 and Sisters of Faith will be featured at Glory
Bound Entertainment Thursday from 7 to 9 p.m. at the Weaks
Community Center. This weekly event is sponsored by Goshen
United Methodist Church. The public is invited and there is
no charge. Items for Need Line will be taken. Beginning Jan.
5, Glory Bound will be held in the Goshen Family Fellowship
Center at Stella. For more information call Joe Lawrence at
753-5643 or Renee Taylor at 753-1824.

Church . retirees plan promotion

Retirees of Martin's Chapel United Methodist Church are
selling Country Collection Calendars. Proceeds will go to local
charities. Orders can be made with Doris Robertson at the
church from 3 to 6 p.m. today and Wednesday and from 11
a.m. to 2 p.m. Thursday. For information call 753-5048.

Health Express lists stops
Health Express of Murray-Calloway County Hospital will
offer Osteo heel scans and blood pressure and pulse checks on
Wednesday from 9 a.m. to 11:30 a.m. and 12:30 to 2 p.m. at
Cadiz Baptist Church, Cadiz; on Thursday from 8:30 to 11:30
a.m. at Duncan's Market, Murray, and from I to 3 p.m. at
East Y Grocery. Murray.

SS representative here Thursday
A representative of the Social- Security Administration will
be at the Calloway Public Library Thursday from 10:30 a.m.
to 12:30 p.m. to assist persons in filing forms. For information call 1-800-772-1213.

Contributions needed by family
To assist with expenses for a local family following an allterrain vehicle accident in November, an account has been set
up at The Murray Bank. Bryan Reeves, 24, was severely injured
in an ATV accident Nov. 26 and was taken to Vanderbilt Medical Center, Nashville, Tenn., where he has been in a coma
until recently. He is married to Connie and they have a 3year-old daughter and another child due July 3. Reeves has
worked for Swift Roofing for the past five years; but with
medical expenses, time off work and the upcoming foreclosure
on their home, the family is financially struggling. Contributions can be made at both branches of The Murray Bank.

WATCH needs aluminum cans
WATCH Center at 702 Main St., Murray, needs aluminum
cans for an on-going fund-raising project. These may be taken
to the center during regular hours: or persons may drive through
the driveway on the west side of the center and place them
in the cotton wagon there anytime day or night: or may by
donated at Make A Difference Day.

Need Line has promotion
Back Yard Burgers at Hwy. 121 Bypass, Murray, has a promotion for Need Line. A customer buying one burger will get
one free with a donation of a non-perishable food item from
now through Jan. IS. All food will be donated to Need Line
to help fill the needs of the community.

Realtors sponsoring contest
The Murray Calloway County Board of Realtors in cooperation with the Kentucky Association of Realtors (KAR) is sponsoring a Fair Housing Calendar Contest. Entries are being
sought from fourth and fifth grade students to be included in
the selection process from which illustrations will be chosen
for the 2007 calendar. Anyone interested should contact the
Board of Realtors at 759-1177 for entry requirements and particulars. The deadline for submissions is Jan. 13. 2006.

NTERNATIO NAL

226-9501
226-9502

Preneurn Swiss Sim Care Products

Singles will meet tonight
Murray Singles (SOS) will meet tonight at 7 p.m. in the
annex of Calloway Public Library. Plans will be discussed for
Singles' New Year's Eve Dance to be Dec. 31 from 8 p.m. to
12:30 a.m. at the Joe Creason Building, Benton. This is open
to all singles. For information call Mike at 759-3180 or Pat
at 489-2909.

Al-Anon meeting tonight

Tuesday, December 20•9 a.m'.'-5 p.m.
Wednesday, December 21•9 a.m.-5 p.m.
Thursday, December 22•9 a.m.-5 p.m.
We have a wide selection of children's books, novek cookbooks
and much more at 75% OFF RETAIL

South Eastern Book
Company
3333 US Hwy.641 North • Murray. KY •(2701753-0732
www.bunchesoThooks.com

ala
1 1 Wishes
Sending lots of good health,
happiness and cheer,
now and throughout the
coming year.'

Al-Anon will meet tonight at 7:30 p.m. at First United
Methodist Church. Please enter from the southside rear door
located near the playground. The only requirement is that there
be a problem of alcoholism or addiction in a relative or friend.

Screenings to be today
Free monthly screenings for glaucoma and osteoporosis by
appointment will be given today from I to 3 p.m. at the Center for Health and Wellness. To schedule an appointment contact Allison Lancaster. health promotions coorflinator at Murray-Calloway County Hospital at 762-1348.

**14-ayyy TioCampfrom

Dr.'Tyrone Daniels
8eStaff
Jackson Purchase
Cardiology
Monday-Thursday 1104 p.m..
Friday 12:30 to 2:30 p.m.
270-231-4343 BY APPOINTMEN1
www.purchasecardiologyxwor
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By KRISTIN TAYLOR
Staff Writer
By definition. electives are
classes that students choose to
take.
More than 20 Murray High
students chose to take a law
ciass as a business elective:
Jared Rosa has been teaching the
course for the past three years,
and it's grown as more students
become interested in criminal
and business law.
I try to make it as interesting
as possible relating everything
we do to real-life situations and
examples," Rosa said. "Half of
the class is about criminal law
and how it relates to the court
system, and the other half deals
more with the business side of
the law."
Right now the real-life situation on the criminal side,is a real
case:
Commonwealth
of
Kentucky vs. Harrison Yonts.
Rather than just lecture about
the legal sequence, the class is
following a criminal case
through the typical procedure,
"At first I wasn't sure about
teaching it whether the students
would be interested, but the
interest has surprised me. and
now it is more interesting to me
a.s well," Rosa said. "Some of
the conversations and *debates'
we have are very good and interesting. I hope to keep the class
size up each year making it an
interesting and enjoyable experience for the students."
School Resource Officer
Mike Robinson accompanied 18
of the students to 'Calloway
District Court last week for a
real-life lesson on pre-trial conferences and preliminary hearings. • A couple weeks ago. the
same students witnessed the earlier arraignment phase of the
judicial process.

"I think everybody needs to
knpw the legal process because
if they are introduced to it, they
don't know much about it." said
Robinson, who often helps
classes by teaching police-related matters in the context of
school subjects. "This way these
kids are familiar with it."
Here's. the timeline of the
well-documented local case:
Yonts, 20, was arrested Nov. II
and charged with second-degree
manslaughter, a felony punishable by five to 10 years in
prison: He first appeared in
court Nov. 14. during which
time the judge reduced his
$500.000 cash bond to $25,000,
which was posted a couple hours
later.
Last Tuesday, his attorney
waived the preliminary hearing,
meaning the case will go directly to the grand jury, which will
consider the charge for a possible indictment. An indictment is
the official procedure for a
felony charge to continue
through the judicial process in
circuit court.
Generally, preliminary hearings are used for the judge to
decide if there is probable cause.
If so, the judge sends the matter
on to the grand jury. Yonts'
attorney, Mark Blankenship,just
elected to forego that hearing.
In grand jury proceedings,
the prosecutor and law enforcement officers present the case to
the citizen body. In this case.
McCracken
Commonwealth
Attorney Tim Kaltenbach will
serve in place .of Calloway
Commonwealth Attorney Gale
Cook, who is friends with
Yonts' father, state Rep. Brent
Yonts. D-Greenville.
"They will follow one case
all the way through so they see it
in context." Robinson said.

provided

The Regional Sixth Grade Showcase champions are (back row, from left) Coact) Scott Pile, Coach Lynsey Winfrey,
Kaitlyn Cook, Carrine Wilson. Erin McCallon, Adam Eckels, Cheyenne Maddox, Darian McCallister. Coach Brad
Darnall, Coach Whitney Pile,(front from left) Paige Paschall, Emily Crouse, Lauren Benson. Sabrina Brewer. Breanna
Bethel. and Joe Farley. Not Pictured are Tyler Pittman, Travis Palmer, Logan Canter, Nicole Willard. and Coach Rose
Elder.

CCMS shines at Sixth Grade Showcase
December 3rd was a day ot tough competitions in the state of Kentucky. Sixth grade
students from across the state competed in
regional Sixth Grade Showcase competitions.
Calloway County Middle School,
Murray Middle. Mayfield Middle School
and sixth graders from Lowes. Farmington.
Wingo. and Central Flementaries in Graves
County competed in the local showcase.
In the final results, Calloway County
Middle School finished first place overall
with a total team score of 41.5. Farmington
Elementary finished second with a team
score of 35. and Murray Middle. finished
third with a team score of 31. St-hook
receive points for every student who places
in written assessments and for the top four
finishers in quick recall.
In the written assessments. the Lakers

placed in several competitions. In language
arts. Lauren Benson finished first: Paige
Paschall and Canine Wilson tied for third
place. Tyler Pittman was the top finisher in
the mathematics competition. In science.
Darian McCallister took first place.
Breanna Bethel and Cheyenne Maddox
placed 5th and tah respectively in the social
studies competition. In arts & humanities.
Adam Eckels placed third. and Katlyn Cook
finished fifth. The quick recall team, consisting of Emily Crouse. Cheyenne Maddox.
Paige Paschall, Joe Farley. Adam Eckels.
Logan Canter and Nicole Willard placed
fourth.
The Kentucky Colonels Sixth Grade
Academic Showcase features written assessment events in Mathematics. Science. Social
Language
Studies.
Arts
and
Arts/Humanities, and a double elimination

Quick Recall tournament. The event began
in 1999 with 90 sckools and has since more
than doubled in size,with 19"/ schools participating in 2003:
According to KAAC Executive Director
John Bennett. the Showcase was designed to.
fill a need in Kentucky schools. "As KAAC
began to look tOr ways to reach more students. we realized that a significant number
of students were graduating from fifth grade.
then finding it hard to compete on their
school's middle grades Governor's Cup
team. The Showcase gives those students
another competitive opportunity, and helps
them remain interested and acti%e in academic competition until they can more realistically contribute to their academic team
programs on the middle grades Governor's
Cup level."

Sounds of Christmas

Three Tigers Win Four Player Tourney

Students at Calloway County's Southwest Elementary School rehearsed for their
annual Christmas concert program, held at the school last week.

The Murray High School chess team recently won first place at the Central City
Scholastic Chess Tournament. Murray won the four-player event with only throe
participants. Chess Volp won first place with a perfect 5-point score. Nick Burnett
scored 4 of 5. and Zach Buck scored 2.5 of 5. Pictured are Coach Doug Crofton
(from left) are Buck, Volp and Burnett.
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• Ornaments
• Designer Holiday
Paper Goods
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• Gift Baskets
• Christmas Candies,
Cocoas 136 Pretzels
• New Gift Ideas
Arrivirig Daily!!
Give the Gift of Sight...Gift Certificates Available!

Eyecare Specialties
Dr KV% in

St %dams • 308 S. 12th St.• Murray • 759-2500

All Chnsbnes Items
SIFT 111111PME
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Strike causes chaos for NYC
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By The Associated Press
NEW YORK (AP)
Subways and buses ground to a
halt this morning as transit
workers walked off the job at the
height of the holiday shopping
and tourist season, threatening
to plunge the city into chaos by
forcing about 7 million daily riders to find new ways to get
around.
EXCLUSIVE
Mayor Michael Bloomberg
'VOICE OF KIM SEGAL
the strike would cost the
said
_„- city as much as $400 million a
CNN day.
"I think they all should get
In this amateur video image taken from CNN television, a
propeller-driven seaplane carrying 20 people crashes just fired," said Eddie Goncalves, a
off Miami Beach within sight of the city's high-rises doorman trying to get home
after his overnight shift. He said
Monday.
he expected to spend an extra
$30 per day in cab and train
fares.
Authorities began locking
turnstiles and shuttering subway
entrances shortly after the
Union
Transport Workers
ordered the strike.
At one subway booth, a
MIAMI BEACH, Fla. (AP) we are going to get involved," handwritten sign read,"Strike in
— A propeller-driven seaplane Orihuela said. "We're just going Effect. Station Closed. Happy
Holidays!!!!" At Penn Station,
carrying 20 people crashed just to check it out."
Chalk's is a sdaall air carrier an announcement over the loudoff Miami Beach within sight of
the city's high-rises Monday. that is not required to conduct speaker told people to "please
killing at least 19 of those federal security screening of exit the subway system."
New Yorkers car-pooled,
said. passengers and their luggage,
authorities
aboard,
Witnesses said the plane explod- said Dale 1Carlen, federal securi- rode bicycles and trudged across
ed in flames as it came down, ty director at Fort Lauderdale- the Brooklyn Bridge by the hunInternational dreds in the freezing cold to get
and the FBI joined the investiga- Hollywood
Airport.
to work. Bloomberg was among
tion.
With many schools already the throngs of people crossing
Scuba divers and rescuers in
speedboats struggled to reach closed in advance of the holi- the bridge as he walked to City
the victims, but as evening fell, days and Christmas week tradi- Hall.
Huge lines formed at ticket
they found no sign that anyone tionally one of the biggest times
of the year for tourism, the booths for the commuter railsurvived.
The Chalk's Ocean Airways beach was relatively busy, and roads that stayed in operation,
— a twin-engine dozens of beachgoers saw the and traffic backed up for miles
plane
Grumman G-73T Turbine plane go down. Dozens more at bridges and tunnels as police
inspected cars to make sure they
Mallard — wept down around gathered to watch the rescue.
As Coast Guard helicopters were abiding by a four-passen2:30 p.m. after taking off from
Miami for the island of Bimini hovered over the crash site, ger minimum rule, in effect at
in the Bahamas, the Federal some surfers remained in the most crossings.
All the while, transit workers
Aviation Administration said. It water, only a few hundred feet
hit the water within sight of the away. Some surfers used their took to the picket lines with
boards to rush toward the spot signs that read "We Move NY.
beach.
Respect Us!"
Amateur video obtained by where the plane went down.
Sandy Rodriguez, 14, said he
Bloomberg has said the strike
CNN showed the main part of
the aircraft slamming into the saw the plane flying low with would be particularly harsh takwater followed by a flaming white smoke trailing from it and ing place during the holidays.
object trailing thick black flames coming from the bottom. He said a strike would freeze
The right wing then fell off as traffic into "gridlock that will tie
smoke.
the record for all gridlocks."
The Coast Guard said 19 the plane went down, he said.
"It exploded in the air and
He began putting into effect a
bodies were found. The 1940sera plane was carrying two crew one of the wings flew out of sweeping emergency plan to
members and 18 passengers, there. The other part of the plane reduce gridlock and k
streets open for
including three infants, authori- was, on- fire and it jus,t went!
straight down,- said Maurice 'cies..ft included
ties said.
Because, of the witness D'Giovianni. 42, a surfer who coming into Manhattan below
96th Street to have at least four
reports of an explosion, the FBI was in the water at the time.
Coast Guard Capt. James
sent agents to assist in the investigation. but there.was no imme- Macs said the main part of the
diate indication of terrorism or fuselage was submerged in
sabotage. said Judy Orihuela. about 35 feet of water that is
spokeswoman for the FBI's subject to strong tidal clirrents
because of the narrow ship chanMiami field office.
"It's too soon to say whether nel

1

Seaplane crashes
off Miami Beach

AP
city's
The
today.
York
New
in
Terminal
A transit worker protests outside Grand Central
Transit Workers Union began to strike after failing to reach a deal with the Metropolitan
Transportation Authority following days of bitter labor talks.
occupants.
New Yorkers were urged to
make arrangements to car pool.
bicycle and walk to work, or
change their schedules and work
from home.
The union called the strike
after a late round of negotiations
broke down Monday night.
Roger
President
Union
Toussaint said the union board
voted overwhelmingly to call
the strike.
"This is a fight over dignity
and respect on the job, a concept
that is very alien to the MTA,"
Toussaint said in announcing the

strike. -Transit workers al,e tired the city to its knees to create
of being underappreciated and leverage for their own bargaining position," said Bloomberg.at
disrespected."
•
a news conference.
angry
an
drew
The news
Bloomberg headed to the
response from the mayor, goverEmergency
of
nor and head of the Metropolitan Office
Management headquarters and
Transportation Authority.
Peter planned to walk across the
Chairman
MTA
Kalikow called the strike "a slap Brooklyn Bridge on Tuesday
in the face" to all New Yorkers morning to City Hall.
The union and MTA had
and said state lawyers will
immediately head to court in worked furiously to try to reaah
a new contract, hoping to avoid
seeking to block the walkout.
-This is not only an affront to the city's first transit strike in
the concept of public service,• it more than 25 years. It is illegal
is a cowardly attempt by Roger for mass transit workers to strike
Toussaint and the TWU to bring in New York.
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$74.20

and back by popular demand in its third printing
Calloway County Pictorial History

$53.00

Tor additional litforma lion, call 759-4938 or 753-2350

Refrigerator
TRUCKLOAD SALE!
MURRAY
APPLIANCE
I
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212 East Main St. • 753-1586

We're there when your full size
•
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a
becomes

If a collision puts the
squeeze on your
vehicle, we can help
you straighten things
out. Make sure your
auto coverage
doesn't come up
short. Contact a
Shelter agent near
you for a free auto
insurance review. '
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s we wrap up another year,
Thoughts of our patientsfill us with cheer;
So we'd like to present best wishes to you
Along with the thanksfrom our whole crew!

Jack Romaine
105 N. 12th St.
Murray, KY 42071
759-1033

SHELTER
isstisx%(
110.0"....101

ww-w.shalterinsurooce.com

•

Seek Shelter Today!

HIC HENRY COUNTY
MC MEDICAL CENTER
731-642-1220 • 301 Tyson Ave.• Paris, TN
www.hcmc-tn.org
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Voints aplenty for Lakers in win
9 p.m.
Calloway scores 67 in approximately
"Anybody who saw us struggle to score
•
•::••
in that tough three-game stretch (includ:smacIdng
of
Spring Hill ing
...
losses to Heath and Paducah Tilghman and a narrow win over Fort Walton
while
shooting
51
:.4
Beach, Ha.) can see that we're a much
...
different team since the Heath game,"
percent from the floor said
who watched his squad
. shoot Birdsong,
"....
51 percent from the floor while

-111y

SCOTT NANNEY
ports Editor
.
.. Calloway County fans who noticed a
:-4,itTerence in the way their Lakers played
ti
- ll Monday night were not alone. ,
CCHS head coach Terry Birdsong saw
e same thing.
, In snapping out of their recent offen'ye funk, the Lakers put on a clinic in
front of the home crowd by routing Spring
Hill, Tenn., 67-34 in the second round of
their own Heritage Bank Holiday Classic
at Jeffrey Gymnasium.
Calloway (6-2) now advances to today's
championship game against Owensboro
(5-2), which slipped passed previouslyunbeaten Heath 57-54 in yesterday's second game. The title tilt is slated for
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the night, including a 6-of-19 effort from
3-point range. Senior guard Trey Kinzor
was Spring Hill's leading scorer with only
seven points. At halftime, the Raiders had
hit just 3-of-20 shots froth the floor and
had almost as many turnovers (8) as
points (9).
-They are a good basketball team; a
lot better than what they showed tonight,"
said Birdsong of Spring Hill. "We just
played really good defense. 'They were
averaging 67 points a game coming in
and they got 32.
"I thought Chase (Futrell) did a nice
job on Kinzor. He was scoring 22.4 points
per game, and Chase held him to seven.
I think he was 3-of-I6 from the field,"
he added.
Senior guard Jeremi Rumpus paced the
Lakers in the scoring column with 14 points,
including hitting four of Calloway's eight
3-pointers on the night. Futrell followed
with 12 points, while Wes Perry tossed
in 10. Junior forward Josh Streetman came
up big in the post, recording a double-

placing four players in double figures
during the easy win. "We're moving the
ball much better, whipping it around the
court and getting it to the open man. ...
We're getting the same shots we have
the last three games, but now we're hitting them."
Points didn't come easy for the Lakers during their tough stretch. But they
came easily enough on Monday, as CCHS
opened up a 16-7 lead after one quarter
of play and effectively put the contest
away with .a 14-2 run in the second quarter that gave it a commanding 30-9 halftime lead.'
The Lakers also dominated on the
defensive end, limiting the Raiders (7-4)
to just 24 percent (I2-of-49) shooting on •See LAKERS Page 28

OHIO VALLEY CONFERENCE

Rust Shakers

Cardinals look to
rebound in
Minardi Classic
LOUISVILLE, Ky. (AP) —
VOStV litt to Middle lenneiscaw
Rick Pitino smiled as he walked
eels Toragint
into his weekly press conferIlls* 6 ID "",
Salt Freedom Nall
ence on Monday afternoon.
LoutsveM Ky
While the memories of SatSedge
record:
urday's disappointing 73-61 loss
Louisittle leads 1to Kentucky are still fresh in
Laet
westias
the Louisville head coach's
Louisville 81 Middle Tennessee 56..
mind, he had some good news
March 12 1982 Nashville Tenn
Ceedius Kernsr Oaws (57-40, fourth
to report: his players had surseason 128-90 eighth season overvived their final exams intact.
at) Middle Tennessee Rack Plboo
"Our grades came out and
i103-36 tittri season 455-180 20e,
season overall), Louisville
they did great," Pitino said. "I'm
Itseathlippleinc WNAS I Ch 11) An
going to go down to the lockwoofe play-by-play BOO Varrano and
er room and praise the hell
Robboe Valentne anarysts, Blue Radio
Network
can Dick Pakner, play-byout of them. Some guys, their
play Andy Herzer analyst; WHAS
backs were to the wall."
840-AM) with Doug Onney play-byPitino will get a chance to
play and Junior Bridgeman, analyst
lonsbable slankg Swum
see if the Cardinals respond
MAIN Taissesite• 15-21: F-Marcus
as well to pressure on the floor
Mornson 8 7 ppg 44 'pg. FA).*
Young. 10 9 ppg 58 'pg. F-Bud
as they do in the classroom
Howard, 7 8 ppg 4 2 rpg G-Fats
when No. 11 Louisville (6-1)
Cuyler 144 ppg. 29 'pg. G-Adarn
hosts Middle Tennessee State
Vogelsberg, 12 1 ppg 20 rpg
Lasswas 014): F-Terrence
(5-2) in the opening round of
86 ppg. 43'pg. F-Juan Palacios 120
the Billy Minardi Classic Tuesppg, 70 'pg. C-David Padgett 105
day at Freedom Hall. Florida
ppg, 62 'pg. G-Taduan Dean 196
ppg, 70 rpg, 0-Brander' ..ieratins 10 7
Atlantic (3-3) and College of
MI. 36 ro9
Charleston (3-3) will play in
the other semifinal. The win- 11. 2001 terrorist attacks, will
ners meet in the finals on give Piono a chance to set
Wednesday.
'how well the Cardinals bounce
The tournament, named in back from the debacle at Rupp
honor of Pitino's brother-in- Anna.
law who died during the Sept.
•See CARDINALS Page

Murray State
shows mettle in
win over
Jacksonville State
Staff Report
Murray Ledger & Times
JACKSONVILLE, Ala. —
Despite shaking off the rust
of a nine-day layoff, the Murray State Racers continued to
show why they were the preseason favorite to win the Ohio
Valley Conference with a relatively easy 91-72 triumph
Monday night at Jacksonville
State.
The Racers
(5-2,
3-0
OVC) placed
six players in
double figures
in
winning
their
third
straight
league game
by
double
digits.
Senior forward Issian
.Redding led
the way for
MSU with 16 points on 5-of6 shooting from the floor,
including a perfect 4-of-4 effort
from 3-point range, as the
Racers shot 55.7 percent (34of-61) for the game.
The Racers were able to
win handily despite three of
its players — Redding. Pearson Griffith and Keith lender
— battling foul trouble for most
of the night and committing
a season-high 18 turnovers.
Murray also overcame a 48.1percent shooting effort from the
Gamecocks (4-4, 2-1) in the
first half. JSU finished the night
at 45.6 percent (26-of-57).
"Jacksonville State is a
tough team to guard," said
MSU head coach Mick Cronin
during a post-game interview
on the Racer Radio Network.
"When they were shooting over
40 percent, I wasn't happy.
We had some turnovers, but
we adjusted well as the game
went on. ... We beat a team
in our conference that was 20 by 20, sot can't be too unhappy."
Behind solid shooting. Jacksonville State opened up as
much as a six-point lead in
the first half. The contest
remained a back-and-forth
affair in the opening 20 minutes.
B.J. Spencer's steal and
layup knotted the score at 3434 with just under four minutes remaining in the half. But
a Justin On 3-pointer capp*d
an 8-2 Murray run that pushed
the Racers out to a 42-36 edge
at the,halftime break.
MSU extended its lead to
10 points (46-36) early in the
second half, but the Gamecocks rallied to slice their
deficit to only four. However, that's when Redding took
over, scoring all of his points

SCOTT NANNEYtedger & Times Photo

Calloway County's Jererni Bumpus drives around the
defense of a Spring Hill player during the first hart
of the Lakers 67-34 rout of the Raiders Monday night
at the Heritage Bank Holiday Classic

91

72

Thrilling USC tailback
is AP Player of the Year

Photo Provided by The Anniston Star

Murray State guard Darnell Hopkins tries to shut off Jacksonville State guard
Walker Russell's path to the basket during the Racers' 91-72 victory over the
Gamecocks Monday night at Pete Mathews Coliseum in Jacksonville, Ala.
during a Racer rally that pushed
the Murray advantage to as
much as 21 points (79-58).
JSU never got closer than 13
the rest of the way.
In his first game back in
the starting lineup after coming off the bench for two
straight games, junior guard
Trey Pearson ended his shooting slump by going 4-of-6
from the floor — including
3-of-3 from behind the arc —
for 13 points. Reserve guard
Darnell Hopkins matched Pearson with 13 on 5-of-10 shooting, while Shawn Witherspoon
and Pearson Griffith tallied I I
points apiece. Witherspoon
capped. a double-double with
10 rebounds. Griffith tallied
seven boards and three more
blocked shots to arid to KIS
league-leading total.
"Trey had a great week of
practice. I'm really happy for
him," Cronin said. "I put him
back in theT, and I think he's
getting his confidence hack."

The Racers also dominated
on the boards, finishing with
a commanding 41-22 rebounding edge. MSU has now won
the rebounding battle in four
consecutive games.
Murray will complete its
brief two-game road trip
through Alabama on Wednesday. when it travels to Birmingham to take on Samford
in a 7 p.m. contest at Seibert Hall. The Racers are 0-2
the past two years against the
Bulldogs.
Samford (4-4, 1-1) enters
tomorrow's contest after earning its first OVC win of the
season on Monday,dispatching Southeast Missouri State
68-53 after falling to Jacksonville State in its league
opener.
"You've got to get up every
night, especially on the road."
Cronin explained. "And well
have to he up for a very good
Samford team on Wednesday
night."

!MURRAY ST.(5-2)
Pearson 4-6 2-2 13, Witherspoon 5-8
0-0 11, Griffith 5-10 1-2 II Jentter 1-8
0-02, On 4-6 0-0 9. Holloway 0-0 0-0
0, Hopkins 5-10 1-1 13, Kennedy 1-2
2-34, Redding 5-6 2-2 16. Johnson 45 4-4 12 Totals 34-61 12-1491
JACKSONVILLE ST.(4-4)
Bradley 3-9 2-2 8, Brown 3-7 3-8 9,
Wilson 2-5 1-1 6. Russell 7-11 1-1 16,
Spencer 3-6 4-5 11. Bray 0-2 0-0 0,
Peters 0-1 0-0 0. Crow 1-1 0-02. Lewis
2-5 3-5 8. Smith 2-1 0-0 4,
Hayneeworth 2-4 2-2 6. Lumplon 1-20'
02.Totals 26-57 16-24 72
HaNtime — Murray State 42-36 3Point Goole — Murray St 11-17
(Redding 4-4. Pearson 3-3. Hopkins 23 On 1-2, Witherapoon 1
Jonlot Of), Jacksonville St. 4-13(Mewl 1-1,
Wilson 1-2, Lewis 1-3, Sparser 1-3)
Peters 0-1 Lumpkin 0-1. Bray 0-1,
Smith 0-1) Fouled Out — OMER
Rallsetwide — Murray SL
(WIlhertpoon 10), Jacksonville St 22
(Bradley 8) Melees — Murray St 2/
(WIlherepoon 6) Jacksonville St 10
(Rugged 4) Total Fouls — Murray St
19. JecksonvINe St 17 A — 2.365

NEW YORK (AP) — RegTexas quarterback Vince
gie Bush loves roller coasters Young received five votes arid
— and it makes perfect sense. Georgia
quarterback
D.I.
Both bring thrills with breath- Shockley got the. other.
taking bursts of zigzag speed.
Bush and the top-ranked
"I guess that's kind of how Trojans will pIa Young and
I am on the field, all those No. 2 Texas in the Rose Bowl
twists and turns and stuff like for the national championships.
that," Southern California's
Bush has also won the Walhuman thrill ride said.
ter Camp player of the year
The most exciting player in
award, the Doak Walker Award
college football also became
the best player in 2005, and as the hest running back in
now Bush can add The Asso- the country and was a unaniciated Press Player of the Year mous AP first-team All-Ameraward to the haul of hardware ican.
For the third straight seahe's accumulated.
The voting went like it did son, the AP player. of the year
in the Heisman Trophy ballot- and Heisman winner are the
ing: The running hack blew same USC quanerback Matt
away the field. He received 59 Leinart won both last season.
votes from a panel of 65 media and Jason White of Oklahoma
did it the year before
members.

The runaway winner
Reggie Bush, USC's tailbacit and team MVP for
the second year in a row, was named The
Associated Press College Player of the Year He
also won the 2005 Heisman Trophy
Reggie Bush, TB Junior. USC
OPPONENT

ATT

YDS

Hawaii
A/iciness
Oregon
Arizona S1
A/12011111
Noe* Dansa
Washircksi

12
8
20
17
14
15
6

86
125
122
158
110
160
51

V98swiniative1--17—im
Slerdord
ClillOrnill
Fresno St
UCLA
TOTAL

12
17
23
24

113
82
294
200

187 1,666

Avg

ID

72
2
156
1
61
1
93
2
79
0
107
3
6.4
1
411—
94
1
48
0
¶28
2
108
2
IL6
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Bulldogs' bite bigger
that SEMO's bark
BIRMINGHAM, Ala. (AP) - Jerry Smith
ad Randall Gulina each scored 19 points, leading Samford to a 68-53 victory against Southeast Missouri in Ohio Valley Conference play
on Monday night.
••Smith shot 8 of 12 from the field, while
Oulina hit 9 of 10 from the free throw line
and grabbed six rebounds for the Bulldogs.(44; 1-1). J. Robert Merritt also reached double
figures with 16 points.
Roy Booker led the Redhawks (4-5, 1-3)
with 24 points, shooting 9 of 18 from the field
and hitting 5 of 10 3-pointers. Ketshner Guerrier added 10 points and Andrais Thornton had
it game-high 10 rebounds.
• Despite being held to 36.7 percent shooting
in the first half, Samford led 32-30 at halftime.
The Bulldogs dominated the second half
with 68.4 percent shooting and hitting 5 of 7
from 3-point range.
L Kentucky 57, E. Minds SO
RICHMOND. Ky. (AP)
Jason McLeish
Scored 20 points to lead Eastern Kentucky to
a 57-50 win over Eastern Illinois Monday night.
McLeish scored 10 points in each half as
the Colonels (3-6, 1-2 Ohio Valley Conference)
snapped a two-game losing streak. The Panthers fell to 0-7 and 0-3 in the OVC.
Matt Witt followed McLeish with 16 and
drained four of his team's six 3-pointers.
Eastern Illinois held a 38-29 lead with 10:46
left, but the Colonels went on a 19-3 run that
produced a 48-41 lead with 2:30 left.
The Panthers narrowed the margin to 48-43,
but the Colonels made 7-of-8 free throws in
the final minute to seal the win.
McLeish scored seven straight points to spark
a 12-0 Eastern run that turned a 14-5 deficit
into a 17-14 lead with nine minutes left in the
first half.
Bobby Catchings led the Panthers with 17
points. Mike Robinson followed with 12 and
George Tandy added 11.
Tenn.-Martin 80, Morehead St. 67
MOREHEAD. Ky. (AP) - Jeremy Kelly

EKU, UT-Martin,
Tennessee Tech all
winners Monday night
and Jared Newsome ,combined for 50 points as
Tennessee-Martin beat Morehead State 80-67
Monday night.
Kelly, a senior guard from Louisville. Ky.,
had '26 points and Newsome finished with 24.
Cleve Woodford also hit for double figures
with II.
The Skyhawks (5-2, 2-1 Ohio Valley Conference) led 25-6 in the opening .minutes only
to watch Morehead State go on a 22-2 run to
get back into the game.
The Eagles (1-6. 0-3) led 36-33 at the break,
but the Skyhawks took control in the second
half.
Shaun Williams led Morehead State with 31
points, nine rebounds and three assists. Tyke
Cockerham added 13 points for the Eagles.
The Skyhawks made 29 of 42 free throws.
Kelly hit 13 of 14.
Temmeseas Tech 85, Brevard 41
COOKEVILLE, Tenn.(AP)- Milone Clark
hit every shot Monday night, scoring 15 points
and leading Tennessee Tech to an 85-41 victory over Brevard.
Clark was 7-of-7 from the floor and made
his only 3-point shot.
Tech (7-2) led all the way after Keyon Boyd
hit a 3-pointer to make it 5-3 with 17:43 left
in the first half. Brevard (3-12) trailed 40-16
at halftime.
Derek Stribling added 12 points for Tennessee Tech and Anthony Fisher scored 11.
Fourteen Golden Eagles played and 13 scored.
Brevard was led by Brian Davison with 14
points and Rashad Mosley with 11.
The Golden Eagles shot 56.6 percent for
the game, including 59.3 percent in the second half. Brevard shot just 31.7 percent. including 23.5 percent in the first half.

II Cardinals ...
From Page 1B
Losing to the Wildcats didn't bother Pitino as much as
the way his team lost. Kentucky attacked the Cardinals
from the outset,• taking an

111111111111111111111111111111111
LOUISVILLE. Ky. (AP)
The top
teams in the Kentucky Associated
Press high school basketball polls, with
first-place votes. records total points
and previous rankings

BOYS
Rank-School
FPV Rcd
(4) 4-1
1 South Laurel
2 Scott Co
(3) 5-1
3 Lou PRP t
(1) 7-1
4 John Hardin
- 6-0
5 Elizabethtown
II) 6-0
6 Lea Henry Clay
3-2
6 Lou Jettersontown - 7-0
8 Shelby Co
- 6-1
- 4-1
8 Pendleton Co
10 Lou Doss
- 6-1

TP
84
62
51
46
36
26
26
20
20
18

Pvs

Others receiving votes: 11. Warren
Central 17 12, Lou Ballard 12 13, Lea
Bryan Station 11 14. Coy Catholic 10.
15. Lea Lafayette 9 15, Owensboro
Apollo 9 17, Perry Co Central 8, 18,
Ohio Co 6 19. Owensboro Cath. 5 20,
Coy Holmes 4 20. Boyle Co 4 22.
North Laurel 3 22, Marshall Co. 3. 24.
Harlan 2
GIRLS
Rank-School
FPV Red
1 Lea Catholic
181 5-0
2 Scott Co
5-0
3. Lou Assumption
4-0
4. Lou. Mercy
3-1
5. Lou Iroquois
5-0
6 Lou Sacred Heart
3-1
6 Christian Co
3-1
8 Franklin-Simpson
5-0
9 Lou Christian Acd
3-1
9 Central Hardin
5-0

TP Pvs
80
1
70
6
57
38
23
21
2
21
9
15
14
3
14

Others receiving votes: 11, Clay Co
11 12, Montgomery Co 10, 13, Shelby
Co 9 14. Corbin 8. 15. Graves Co 6
15, Whitley Co 6 17. Woodford Co 5
17. Owensboro Apollo 5 17, Lea Paul
Dunbar 5 17. Lou Manual 5 21. Bell
Co 4 21. Ohio Co 4 23. Harrison Co
3 24, Pulaski SW 2

early double-digit lead and
never allowing Louisville in
the game.
"It's such a hostile, bitter
rivalry. I don't mind losing
to a rival but I'd like to
play well." Pitino said.
While Pitino expected his
younger players to struggle
in their first road game. he
was surprised by the poor
play of Juan Palacios and
veteran guard Taquan Dean,
who hit just 5 of 16 shots
and had four turnovers.
Pitino said its time for
the 6-foot-8 Palacios to be
more assertive, particularly
around the basket.
"(Palacios) has got to pick
it up, he really has to pick
it up," Pitino said. "He's the
one guy that should be much
better than he is."
Palacios is averaging 12.0
points and 7.0 rebounds per
game. but has seemed reluctant to tread in the lane.
Though Pitino understands
Palacios' wariness after dislocating his right ankle over
the summer, Pitino also
knows center David Padgett
needs all the help he can
get.
"I understand the ankle.
and that's 100 percent legitimate, but now it's time for
him to pick it up," Pitino said.
-He needs to go out there
and get 12-13 rebounds. He
needs to go out there and
score in the low post. ... He

deeds to get in there and
mix it up. He needs to get
nasty and dirty, in a good
way."
The Cardinals will make
some
"subtle"
changes
against the Blue Raiders,
including giving more playing time to point guard Brad
Gianiny. Gianiny helped calm
down the Cardinals in the second half against Kentucky
and ran the offense efficiently.
Putting Gianiny in the
starting lineup will also take
some of the decision-making pressure off of Dean.
Pitino has split the ballhanWing duties between Dean
and guards Brandon Jenkins
and Andre McGee. Having
Gianiny on the floor frees
up Dean to do what he does
best - score.
But scoring is only half
the problem right now, Pitino said. With two weeks to
go until their Big East opener against Villanova, the Cardinals need to shore up a
defense that allowed the
Wildcats to shoot 48 percent
from the floor.
"We've got to start playing better defense and that's
what I want to see in this
game," Pitino said. "I want
to see us come out and have
good field goal defense, good
three-point defense, force
turnovers. ... That's the
biggest concern."

Murray Ledger &

The beat
goes on
for Duke

Thanks for voting us Favorite Auto Repair Shop in Calloway County.
Here's hoping your holiday season is a truly memorable one.
We know we're filled with fond memories as we recall the many kind people
we've had the privilege to serve this year. Merry Christmas!

c:f•

Cunningham
AUTO REPAIR
Voted Favorite Auto Repair 4 Years In A Row.'

0
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•

619 S.4th St.• 753-6831
Hrs: 7:30 a.m. - 5 p.m. M Mawisom4tu and
W.A. Cunningham,
Larry Cunningham.
Randy Cunningham
Ricky Cunningham
Don York, Bob Doric
Tim Cunningham and
Nancy Dearmond

Sponsorv4 By:
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By JIM O'CONNELL
AP Basketball Writer
Only UCLA has had a better run than Duke in The Associated Press college basketball
poll.
The Blue Devils were No.
1 for the seventh straight week
on Monday. That extended their
streak of consecutive poll
appearances to 173 - second
only to UCLA's run of 221
from 1966 to 1980.
While Duke extended its
streak - which includes preseason rankings - Arizona's
regular-season run ended. The
Wildcats dropped out of the
Top 25 after being ranked in
312 polls.
The Wildcats (5-3) had been
ranked in every poll since the
start of the 1987-88 season
except for the preseason polls
in 1995 and 2002. Arizona was
in 329 of 331 polls in that
span, including 28 weeks at
No. 1.
Arizona, which beat Utah 7343 in its only game last week,
played Sam Houston State on
Monday night in the opening
round of the Wildcats' Fiesta
Bowl Classic.
Tennessee and Ohio State
moved into the rankings for
the first time this season, while
Louisville and Texas dropped
seven and nine places, respectively.
Duke (10-0), which beat Valparaiso 104-77 in its only game
last week, received 66 firstplace votes and 1,793 points
from the national media panel.
Connecticut (8-0) and Villanova (7-0) held second and third,
receiving five and one No. 1
votes, respectively.
Memphis moved up one spot
to replace Louisville at No. 4.
and Florida jumped from seventh to fifth, passing Texas.
Louisville (6-1) lost 73-61
to Kentucky on Saturday and
dropped to 11th. while the Longhorns (8-2) were beaten 95-78
by Tennessee in their first game
since the 97-66 loss to Duke.
Texas dropped from second to
sixth after the first loss and
to 15th after the second.
Illinois moved from ninth
to No. 6 and was followed by
Oklahoma, Gonzaga, Washington and Michigan State.
Following Louisville were
UCLA, George Washington.
Boston College. Texas, Maryland, North Carolina, Indiana,
Kentucky and Nevada.
The last five ranked teams
were North Carolina State,
Wake Forest, Tennessee, Ohio
State and Iowa.
Duke's run started with the
preseason poll in 1996-97 and
is one week longer than North
Carolina's streak from the preseason voting of 1990-91
through Jan. 17, 2000. Kentucky
has the second-longest current
streak at 86 polls, a run that
started on Feb. 12, 2001.

John \Wising

Nobody can protect your AUTO
any better than we cant
211S. 12th St. • Murray, KY • 753-3115

NATIONAL SPORTS SCOREBOARD
*Monet Football League Standings
AM Times CST
AMERICAN CONFERENCE
East
W
L. T Pct
x-New England
9 5 0 643
Miami
7 7 0 500
4 10 0 286
Buffalo
N Y. Jets
3 11 0 214
South
W
LT Pet
13
x-Inotanapoks
1 0 929
10 4 0 714
Jacksonville
4 10 0 286
Tennessee
Houston
2 12 0 143
North
W
LT Pct
11
x-Cincinnati
3 0 786
9 5 0 643
Pittsburgh
Baltimore
5 9 0 367
Cleveland
5 9 0 357
West
W
L T Pet
y-Denver
11
3 0 786
San Oleg°
9 5 0 643
Kansas city
8 6 0 571
4 10 0 286
Oakland
Saturday's Games
New England 28, Tampa Bay 0
NY Giants 27 Kansas City 17
Denver 28 Buffet° 17
Sunday's Games
Miami 24, N Y Jets 20
Houston 30, Anzona 19
Seattle 28, Tennessee 24
San Diego 26. Indianapolis 17
Philadeiphia 17. St Louis 16
Carolina 27, New Orleans 10
Jacksonville 10, San Francisco 9
Pittsburgh 18, Minnesota 3
Cincinnati 41, Detroit 17
Cleveland 9, Oakland 7
Wast4ngton 35, Dallas 7
Chicago 16. Atlanta 3
Monday's Game
Baltimore 48 Green Bay 3

NATIONAL CONFERENCE
East
W
L T pot
10 4 0 714
N V Giants
8 6 0 .571
Washington
8 6 0 .571
Dallas
6 8 0 .429
Philadelphia
South
W
L T Pet
10 4 0 714
Carolina
9
5
0 643
Tampa Bay
8 8 0 571
Atlanta
3 11 0 214
New Orteanb
North
W
L T Pet
10 4 0 714
Chicago
8 6 0 .571
Minnesota
4 10 0 .206
Detroit
3 11 0 214
Green Bay
Weal
•
LT Pet
W
12 2 0 1357
x-Seattle
5 9 0 357
St Louis
4 10 0 286
Anions
2 12 0 143
San Francisco
x-clinched division
y-clinched playoff spot
Saturday, Dec 24
Tennessee at Miami. Noon
Detroit vs New Orleans at San Anton*,
Noon
N.Y. Giants at Washington, Noon
Buffalo at Cincinnati. Noon
Dallas at Carolina, Noon
Jacksonville at Houston, Noon
San Francisco at St Louts, Noon
San Diego at Kansas City. Noon
Atlanta at Tampa Bay. Noon
Pittsburgh at Cleveland, Noon
Philadelphia at Arizona. 305 p.m.
Indianapolis at Seattle. 3:15 p.m.
Oakland at Denver, 3:15 p.m.
Sunday. Dec 25
Chicago at Green Bay, 4 p.m
Minnesota at Baltimore, 7:30 p.m,
Monday, Dec. 26
New England at NY. Jets. 8 p.m

•Lakers

AP TOP 25

Men's college
basketball poll
The lop 25 teams in The Associated
Press roan's college basketball poll,
with first-place votes in parentheses,
records through Dec 18. total points
based on 25 points for a first-place
vote through one pant for a 25th-place
vote and last week's ranking:
TEAM

Wirri Gb\TISULE 1\'S

SCOREBO

RECORD

PTS PV

1. Duke (66)
10-0 1,793 1
2. Connecticut(5) 8-0 1.728 2
3. Villanova (1)
7-0 1,662 3
4. Memphis
8-1 1,520 5
5. Florida
10-0 1,414 7
6. Illinois
11-0 1.363 9
7. Oklahoma
6-1 1,310 8
7-2 1,296 10
8. Gonzaga
9. Washington
9-0 1,263 11
10. Michigan St
9-2 1,125 12
11. Louisville
6-1 1,001 4
12. UCLA
8-1
960 14
13. Geo Washington 8-0 914 15
14. Boston College 7-2 785 13
15. Texas
8-2 689 6
16. Maryland
7-2 608 17
17. North Carolina
6-1
549 19
18. Indiana
5-2 521 18
19. Kentucky
7-3 469 23
20. Nevada
21, N.C. State
Wake Forest
23. Tennessee
24. 0140 51.
25. kW*

7-1
8-1
8-2
6-0
7-0
8-3

391 20
384 21
285 18
281
257

-

154 22
°Biers neosIvIng voles: Arizona
f52, Wisebhein 121, Pataturgti 88.
Bucknell 58. Syracuse 47. West
Virginia 43, Clemson 42. Indiana St
26, Houston 24, Michigan 15. Iona
13,N Iowa 11, ancinnet 10. Alabama
5. Buffalo 5. LSU 5, Vanderbilt 4.
Arkansas a Colorado 2,Old Dominion
2, Montana

1, South Alabama 1
AP

From Page 1B

MINN

double with 11 points and 10
rebounds as the Lakers won
07 09
22 -34
the battle of the boards 37-29. Spnng Hill
Co
16
30
52-67
Calloway will now face an Calloway
Spring Hill (7-4): Castor 8. Kiriscx 7,
Owensboro squad that has won Martin 6, Brown 5. Warren 3, Wright 3.
three straight games in the Her- Ogilive 2
12-49 3-pt: 6-19(Martin 2. Brown,
itage Bank tournament after FG:
Kinzor, Wright, Warren FT: 4-7
dropping back-to-back games Rebounds: 29 Fouts: 10
to Owensboro Apollo and Galloway County (4-2): Burnpus 14,
Owensboro Catholic earlier this Futrell 12, Streetmen 11. Perry 10.
Adams 9, Wetter 4 Murdock 3, Duffy 2.
month.
Tindall 2
The Red Devils defeated both FG:27-53 3-pt: 8-18(Bumpus 4, Perry
Fulton County (59-58) and 2, Futrell 2). FT: 5-8 Rebounds: 30
Clarksville (Tenn.) Kenwood Fouls: 9
(72-57) in the opening day of we're in for a tough game(Tuesplay on Saturday before escap- day)."
ing with a three-point win over
In other action at the HerHeath.
itage Bank Classic. on MonBirdsong didn't shy away day, Kenwood defeated Fulton
from the fact that his ball club County 78-76, while Henry
was hoping for a rematch County, Tenn., needed a buzzeragainst the Pirates, but expects beater to knock off Hickman
a spirited effort from Owens- County 71-68 in the nightcap
boro nonetheless.
Also today, Heath will meet
"Our guys are competitive, Spring Hill in the third-place
so I'm sure they would have game. while Henry County will
liked to have played Heath face Kenwood for fifth place
again," he claimed. "But Heath Hickman County will take on
beat us and Owensboro beat Fulton County in the day's first
Heath, so our guys know that contest at 4:30 p.m.

Lee leads Hilltoppers
past Central Florida
TUCSON, Ariz. (AP) Courtney Lee scored 14 of
his 21 points in the second
half and Western Kentucky rallied to beat Central Florida
72-68 Monday in the opening game of the Fiesta Bowl
Classic.
The Hilltoppers (6-3) play
the winner of Monday night's
Sam Houston State-Arizona
game for the championship
on Wednesday. UCF plays the
loser of that game.
Anthony Winchester added
14 points for the winners
despite 3-fdr-10 shooting, 1 for-5 on 3-pointers. Ty Rogers
added 10.
Josh Peppers scored 18 and
Mike O'Donnell had 13 points
and nine assists for the Golden Knights (5-3). who led by
as many as 13 points in the
first half and were up 39-28
at the break.
UCF never trailed until
Rogers' 3-pointer put Western Kentucky ahead 60-58
with 4:53 to play.
Peppers' basket inside tied
it at 60-60, but the Hilltoppers scored the next six. Winchester made two free throws,
Elgrace Willson sevicd inside
and Lee sank a jumper from
the lane to make it 66-60
with 1:20 to play.
Even though the Hilltoppers
made only 5-of-13 free throws
after that, the Golden Knights
couldn't get closer than the

final four-point margin.
O'Donnell scored four and
assisted on the other five
points in a 9-0 spur that put
the Golden Knights up 18-7
with 12:49 to go in the half.
Troy Linbeck's 3-pointer
with 5:01 remaining gave Central Florida a 33-20 lead. The
Golden Knights twice more
took 13-point fads before
Wilborn's stuff at the buzzer
\cut the UCF lead to 39-28
at the break.
UCF shot 52 percent in
the first half (15-for-29), 5for-11 on 3-pointers, but 41
percent (12-for-29) arid just
3-of-13 3s in the second. Peppers was 3-for-4 from 3-point
range and scored 11 in the
first half. He finished 4-for7 on 3s.
Western Kentucky had a 2111 advantage on the offensive boards and outrebounded UCF 42-34 overall. Lee
led the rebounders with nine

IV, radio
Today
COLLEGE FOOTBALL
7 p.m.
ESPN - New Orleans Bowl Southern
Mies vs Arkansas St at Lafayette
La
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To Place Your Ad Call the Classified Department at 73-1916 ask for Jill Stephens or Julie Brown
or stop by our office at 1001 Whithell Ave. — Office Hours: Monday-Friday 7:30 a.m.-5 p.m. • Fax: 753-1927
Help

Meet the Babies
of 2005!
Share your precious new
arrival by submitting
a photo ofyour
baby born in 2005.

ACTUAL SIZE OF SPACE

110
Doresetic Childcare
D'S Cleaning Service
75.3-3802
MIRACLES
Detail
housecleaning
and
construction clean up
26 years experience
References If interested please call 7679428

I
.

RABIES'OF 100V row.
GIRL

BOY

SHINING
Stars
Daycare is currently
accepting applications
for the following positions toddler teacher/
preschool
leacher,
afterschool
teacher
and
substitutes
Experience desired It
you are interested in
applying for any of
these positions, call
759-0010

NEED your home or
business cleanecP Call
Teresa 489-2957 or
227-8380

NAME OF CHILD

Brody D. McGill
July 10. 2005
81h. 14 oz• 21 -1/2Justin & Emily McGill

Date of Birth:

Send $10 payment, photo,
name of baby, date of birth,
weight & length, parents' names*
and self-addressed
stamped envelope to:

Weight:
Length:
Name of
Parents:

Name

Murray Ledger & Times
Babies 2005
P.O. Box 1040
Murray, KY 42071

Phone.

• no other information will be listed.
5.

SHINING
Stars
Daycare is accepting
enrollment applications
for children ages 8
weeks to 12 years of
age Our hours of operation are 6AM-6PM It
you are interested in
applying. please calf
759-0010

110
rho to Bay

02

1S0
Articles
For Sale

Notice

Articles
For Sale

Jackson Purchase Hobbies

40%
Monster Trucks

TOBACCO and and
barn for rent 489-2116

Lost and Found
JUST give us a call.
we'll be glad to help,
Your loved one well
try to find,
'Cause we all have
Furry or Feathered
Friends. Here at the
Ledger 8 Times.

Call 753-1916
/11411.111111141

.
060

Help Wanted
Airplanes

Name Brand Engines
Hiring cook and

There is something for that special
someone on your Holiday list
Come by or call 345-2123
10 miles East of Nlayfleld. K1'
On Hwy 58 iOld Hwy 801
Visit is on the Web at
wwwjacksottPlIrchaSehebb9es.011
Or E-Mail us at jphobby wk.net

Free Pallets
Loading Dock of
Murray Ledger & Times
First Come - First Serve
Please No Phone Calls

DRIVER
BE HOME EVERY
WEEKEND!
& 1-2 times ws
Earn up to $50,000
first year!
Regional Flatbed
Deliveries
Class A CDL & 6
months tractortrailer
experience req d
Wabash Valley
Transportation. Inc
800-246-6305
wwwwvtonline.com
FREE housing and utilities in return for nightly
live in
with elderly
female
References
required 753-7920
FULL OR PART time
housekeeping Murray
Plaza Hotel Apply in
person after 6 OOPM

'

Products by Horizon Hobby,
Hobby zone, Ellig,ht. Hangar 9
PI Electronics, Trait*, HPI
Team Losi. Great Planes, Sig Mfr.
Ace/ThunderTiger and many more

BUYING junk cars,
trucks, tractors and
metal boats 436-5235
CASH paid for
good, used guns
Benson Sporting
Goods. 519 S. 12th,
Murray.

Neip Wanted

05

Welcome to your Gateway to the 11orld of 12/C
Come see the great selection of Radio Controlled
Cars, Trucks and Lirplanes
l'es, there are even Electric Helicopters

ANTIOUES,OLD stuff
We buy 1 or all Cal
Larry at 753-3633

060

HIRING
part time
kitchen help and wartstaff. Tues-Sat 4-9PM
Call for interview
(270)345-2225

host/hostess. Apply
in person Mon.-Fri.
at 616 N. 12th
Street, Murray.
No phone calls.

PADUCAH Sun is looking for an independent
newspaper carrier in
the Murray area Call
(270)575-8714
for
more info.

Jackson Purchase Medical Center has
immediate full-time openings for
RN and/or LPN positions
'in Med/Surg on 7a-7p.lExcellent
salaries, shift differentials and benefits.
Qualified applicants may fax or mails
resume and references to JPMC HR
Department or complete an application
at the address below:

e

Jackson Purchase Medical Center
Human Resources Department
Suite 402
1099 Medical Center Circle
Mayfield, Kentucky 42066
Fax: 270-251-4443
EEO M/F/WD

POSTAL JOBS
$15 22 to $21 62/hr,
now hiring' For application and free government lob info, call
American Association
of Labor 1-913-5998042
24
hours
Employment service
SAFETY
advisors
$2500 month, manager
trainees $3000 month
Company will train Call
M-F 9am-lpm only, 1800-578-8799
The Place to
Start.... Murray
Ledger & Times
(270)753-1916

Due to Christmas and
New Year's, some of the
classified deadlines will change.
PUBLICATION
DEADLINE
Shopping Guide for Thurs.. Dec. 22 at 5P
wk. of 12/26
Tues., Dec. 27
Fri., Dec. 23 at 11AN
Wed., Dec. 28
Fri., Dec. 23 at 5PM
Shopping Guide for Thurs., Dec. 29 at 5P
wk. of 1/2
.
Tues., Jan 3
Fri.. Dec. 30 at II AN
Wed., Jan 4
Fri., Dec. 30 at 5PM
A paper will NOT be printed on
Monday. December 26 and Monday, January 2.
If you have any questions.

r ES
LEDGER&tm
please call Jill or Julie at 753-1916
kl

150

Computers

A

Publication Date: 1/16/06
Deadline to submit photo and information: 1/10/06
For more information, call
Jill Stephens or Julie Brown at 753-1916

moricE

Articles
For Ws

MDfA COMPUTERS
A+ Cartified Technician
Servtcei repairs
759.3556
THE
Computer
Computer
Remedy
repair, system recovery, and in-home assistance 435-4667

WANT to buy. Junk Car
and Trucks Call (270)
474-2540 or 293-6199
Six days a week
Adidas
For Sale
40) T cedar posts 12
aluminum row boat
3.000 watt generator
Ladder racks and tool
box off Ford pickup
767-0958, 519-8570
BLUE tile top double
pedestal dining table
with 6 chairs, natural
finish. $200 40 gallon
L.P gas water heater.
$50 270-753-3803
CINDERELLA
prom
dresses 1 size 4 yellow 1 size 8 blue $150
each 270-492-8614

Maintenance Technician
(5.30 p m. - 4.00 a.m shift)
We have an immediate need for an expenenced maintenance person familiar in
electric, electronic. hydraulic, pneumatic
and mechanical troubleshooting for all
areas of maintenance Expenence with
conventional and PLC machine controls
(PLC programming a plus) and automated
assembly equipment is essential. Welding
and machining background preferred This
position is full time, in a challenging manufacturing environment Ability to work with
production and coordinate multiple protects is -required Must be a self-starter.
Competitive pay, medical, dental, life insurance. 401K. MIF,VD—EOE

CALOTREN and othe
products
20°. oft
Lose weight and sleep
better safelyLocal distributor Call 759-9953
for same day delivery
CAMOUFLAGE clothing for all ages
Insulated coveralls and
army
underwear
Sporting
Jerry's
Goods,
Mayfield
(270)247-4704
CAROLINA
wood
stove Free-standing or
fireplace insert Auto
fan system
glass
doors, large firebox
bums 22" wood $599
excellent condition
Also two antique parlor
stoves vs nickel trim
burns wood or coal
Must see 270-4365923 573-620-4566
COLEMAN 3-ton as
unit $100 Colemar
electnc tumace. $100
Drop-in electric stove
$40
Noma
riding
mower
$300
(270)226-9075
FREE
4-room satellite system
DVR & HD
Upgrades
FREE
$1999 per mo for 3
mo + 23 channels of
HBO. Cinemax
&
Shovvrtime FREE for 3
months For more into
call Beasley Antenna &
Satellite 759-0901

Jakel Inc.

SALE
Beautiful
SEQUIN
PURSES Many styles
& great variety Perfect
gift idea Peddler's Mall
Booth 40 (Behind
Sirloin Stockade)
THOMASVILLE
3piece wall unit, Queen
Anne chairs traditional
sofa & love seat
Nishiki Century bicycles, 36 aluminum
extension
ladder
Nordic Track ski exerciser 753-6752
WHITE satin wedding
dress
w,
capped
sleeves size 16 $200
Call
270-753-6909
after SPY

[ APPimm

Large Selies-^: --

USED
APPLIANCES
Ward-Elkins
on the square

753-1713
Nom hamadage
DARK oak armoire
nine drawer dresser 2
mirrors.
nightstand.
$300 White computer
desk, printer cart. $50
Must see, 759-3186'

GRANDFATHER
Clocks custom made
by local craftsman
using local hardwoods
walnut cherry, or oak
270-761-3408

MASSEY
Ferguson
tractor Less than 175
hours See at Crouse
Motors Call Boll 2275418

GRANDFATHER
Clocks. lop of the line
MSRP $360000 sale
priced only $897 50
Also, minor blemish
grandfather
clocks
only
starting
at
$100 00 270-492-8211

9sceit 61144101w

HD Televisions
Come by 500 N 4th St
& see our large selection of HD televtsions.
DLP. LCD. Plasma. &
Protection
Rear
include
Brands
Toshiba. JVC. LG.
Zenith 8 Sanyo. We
also carry TV carts &
Entertainment Centers
Financing available
No payments, no interwith
resume
references
to
Send
est until January_ 07.
Inigtheketincsont-Fee-tei 270--763-4Q40- far- weft--Nor- oat
or Mail to listed widows.
Eleitslais 759-0001
No Phcolesalitatease:

Attrs Ben Roe
700 N. 4th Street
Murray, kV 42071

VISA

KENMORE washer A
dryer 4 years old, good
Green
condition
couch, 1 r computer
monitor 2113-91100

MOTORCYCLE het
mets Rickets. boots. &
Jerry's
saddlebags
Sporting Goods in
(270)247
Maytek1
4704

1111
Mobile Homes Fe Sale
2005 CLOSE OUTS
Singiewides
arid
Doublewides
Buy
today
and
save
$1 000 s WE OWN
THE BANK - Call today
at 731442-8438
'98 Century mobile
home. 270-705-9630
11 Repos left Must be
moved by December
15th. Hurry 12 price
sales, 731-584-4926
3BR 28A Unbetievabie
$13,695' Hurry 1 only
731-584-9430
AWESOME 28x80 48R
3BA $39.900, Lot
model only, Call now'
731-584-9109
3E1R
REDUCED
mots* home and lot
$14500 753-6012
SINGLE AND DOLSBLEWIDES - bring
your deed - That's an
you need - New Used
and Repo s' Call today
at 731-642-6447.
TAKE YOUR PICK Need 5 Bedrooms and
3 Baths or now about 4
Bedrooms
and
2
Baths' Both priced in
the $50'5 Call 731642-6438 today"
Weft Noma For Rent
1999 Champion 16x60
No pets 28R 1BA 212 mi 94 East $375
plus deposit 270-2931837 270-753-7975
2BR I bath on 12 acre
lot Very clean yard
mowing
included
$300-rno + deposit No
inside pets 1270/6236314
LARGE
380 2BA
$295 753-6012
NICE 2BR
9866

NO Owls

LOTS for rent

753

sees
FIREWOOD $50 a rick
12701527-8368

NEW and used pianos
Great Christmas gift
Piano
service
R104437-4432

1 and 2 BR furnished
apts Coleman RE 759
41113
1 bedroom. 1 ltalth
2 bedrOorn, 2 berth
AN appliances fur
neahecl NO PETS'
Venture Property Mgt
7174111
1 IAA year old no
pets $300
deposit (2051361-4763
(33414194006

COMPLETELY set up
112 acre $11,600 7530012

1,2, 11 3OR apts anteillMe Please MI 7630021

48• beadiy, December 20, 2005

Calloway Garden/Essex Downs
Apartments
1505 Diuguid DriNe • Murray, KY 42071

270-753-8556
-TDD 1-800-545-1833- Ext. 283
One and Two Bedroom ,Apairtment.
Central Heat and Au
Accepting Appliiations

CLASSIFIEDS

W

!galProp.-For Rent

Office Hours 8 a.m. -12 p.m..
6
1 p.m. to 4 p.m.

11.4)Riti..sT VIEW
A PA
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TS
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1/13
%. histir 'ti.•
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I & 2 boil ikon Iiiwittioti.e.
heal &
Rent starling at S33ii.,
How s 9 am).- I p.m. \Ion I I
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-144.1k is I‘t

I lit) I MO

M.

For Real
1 OR 2br apts. nea
downtown
Murray
starting at $200/mo
753-4109.
1,2. 3 apts 753-1252
or 753-0606
.1BR 1 bath washer &
dryer, $335
•28R, 1 Bath apt, kt,
appliances, wid. $425
•1BR, 1 bath, with
study, w/d, $350
753-7559
1BR apt available, all
appliances furnished.
Mur-Cal Realty. 7534444
1BR. 1 bath, near
downtown, deposit and
references required
293-8462
1BR, all appbances,
Oaks Apts starting at
$250 Coleman RE
759-4118
1BR, low utilities, no
lease required, $225
month no pets 7533949
1BR-4BR apartments
Ask about move in free
days Coleman RE
759-4118
2BR, central gas heat.
central air. $275 and
up. some with new carpet. Coleman RE 7594118
3 or 4 BR duplex. 1,650
sq ft I car garage, all
appliances, $740
1BR, all appliances.
$325
1 year lease, no pets
753-4937. 753-1951
611 Bailey Rd 2 bedroom, 1-1/2
bath
Storage space, all
appliances, washer,
dryer, $450 month
Deposit. 1 year lease
753-4108
Extended stay Rooms
available, all furnished.
all utilities, water_ electnc, phone and cable
included Access to
pool & fitness room
$400/month,
$150
deposit Singles for
$350 and up plus
deposit Call for information
(270)7538407
2BR, all appliances.
5500/month.
Story
ave (270)767-9948.
Available 1/1/2006.
FORREST
View
Apartments 1213 N
16th St., now accepting
applications for lbr
apt, basic rent $3301
month.
2
BR
Townhouse, basic rent
5360.00 Call 7531970 Leave Message

NICE large 1BR furnished ($385) or unfurnished ($335) All appliances including washer
and dryer. 759-5885,
293-7085
RED OAKS AP'TS.
Special
$100 Deposit
1BR From $280
2BR From $325
Call Today!
753-8668.
SMALL 1BR, no pets,
water paid 753-5980
VERY roomy, 2br,
2 bath. garage, C/H/A.
All appliances. 1 year
lease, 1 month deposit,
no pets. 753-2905
WALK
MSUI
TO
Affordable 1 bedroom
apartments including
basic kitchen appliances and lovely covpicnic
ered
area
5275/mo unfurnished
$325/mo nicely furnished 762-0991 or
559-1164
330
Rooms For Rent
1BR use of common
Utilities furareas
nished
Near MSU
Coleman RE
7539898
34
Houses For Rent
1489 Lawson
Rd
Stella. 4-Bedroom 2b
upstairs.
1 -bath
$400 DO rent/$400.00
Deposit.
Reference
required.
127012475787
2BR, $265/mo 3BR.
$495/mo. 978-0742
3BR, 2 bath, Camelot
Subdivision Available
immediately
$695
month (270)435-4602.
293-4602
MODERN 3 ,bedroom
2 bath. bnck, gas heat
pasture and barn for
horses. On Swann
Road. 2-1/2 miles
Southwest of Lynn
Grove.
Available
January lrst. 435-4372
(night.)
360
Storage Rentals
A&F Warehousing
Near MSU 520-50
753-7668

LARGE 26R duplex All
appliances
831
Glendale Rd $450
month 759-5885 2937085
LIKE new 1 year old 1
bedroom, all appliances Brooklyn Drive
Call 270-435-4382

NEWLY built 28R 2BA
Close to university
QUIET area Water and
garbage pickup included Washer and dryer.
$550 per month 7532225. 759-1509

J&L RENTALS
MINI-STORAGE
Now renting
Located at 720 S. 4th St.

270-436-54%
9.293-6906

--OttrfFrAore and
LIVE Oak Apts.
Lock presently has
Newly Remodeled
units available 7531BR $29000
2905 or 753-7536
2BR $34000
3BR $425 00
$100 deposit special
PREMIER
for qualified applicants
MINISTOR AGE
Office hours 8-2
*Inside climate control
Mon-Fri
storage
Call today for appoint*Security alarmed
ment
*Safe & clean
763-8221
.We sell boxes,
NICE 2BR duplex 753*We rent U-Hauls
7457 or 436-6357
753-9600

NEON BEACH
INI-STORAGE

AUTO sales/clean up
shop for rent 510 S
4th 5500 a month Call
502-228-4633
COMMERCIAL or retail
750 up to 3,000 sq ft.
C/G/H,
restrooms,
plenty
parking,
of
excellent location near
judicial building. 404 N
4th St. complex. 7593772.
VERY large warehouse
on approximately 3
acres. Office space. 2
bathrooms, equipped
with gas heat, air
hookup. steel hoist
beam, great lightmg,
extra large overhead
doors, excellent location Call 753-2905 or
293-8595.
360
Pets & Supplies
AKC
Registered
Chocolate Lab puppies. Ready now. 7591102
DOG Obedience
Master Trainer.
436-2858

HAY square bales Cal
436-2299 or 293-7776.

1-285 acres Owne
inancing_ available
(270)489-2116 leave
message
I BR duplex. excellent
investment opportunity,
can be residential or
commercial Available
today' Call Grey's
Properties 293-8462
TWO story brick apartment building with 5
two-BR units. Excellent
income-producer.
$125,000
270-7534109. 270-227-1545
Farms For Sale
RANCH Style House &
10 5 acres, 1 mile from
SW school 3 bedrooms. 2 full baths,
30x40 heated shop, 4
stall horse barn. 22x40
equipment
shed,
$224,900 Shown by
appointment 753-9212.
753-3992
Acreage
12 wooded acres in
Calloway
County.
Owner
says
sell.
$35,000
Red
Mill
Realty. 270-924'41112
Homes For Sale
1523 OxfOrd Drive
4BR. 38A. 2 story on
large
corner
lot.
S159.900. Call Kim
Baker at 1-502-7535251
FOR SALE
OR RENT:
20 beautiful acres.
House close to
Murray.
753-9075.
2'7-2193
2BR brick house located 1 mile north of
Hardin
Phone
(270)703-5004
3BR doublewide on prilot,
vate
located
approximately 8 miles
north of Murray. would
consider land contract
Phone (270)703-5004
FOUR bedrooms. 2.5
baths. dining room.
kitchen-den,
family
room. study. one owner
home, just now on the
market. Could be sold
in 24 hours of this ad,
so call now 753-1492
CENTURY 21 Loretta
lobs Realtors

TOBACCEP land and
barn for rent. 489-2116

•All Size Units
Available
*Now Have
Climate Control

753-3853j

2000 Yamaha Breeze
4-wheeler,
125,
excellent
condition,
garage kept
Honda XR80 din bike,
S500 489-2129 752-4712

1

11211.1•00 Cart

707 South 12th Street
South Center. 1.200
KM., 710 sq".11. 7531252. 753-0606 e,

2003 Honda Rincon
650 Like new, 800
miles.
$5 "00
(270)345-2438
2002 Yamaha Big Bear
400 4x4 52,500 2270906

David's Cleaning
Services

& ATY's

eremercial Proo
For Sale

PARIS TN Best location cowl square, west
side 2 story, 2,500
sq ft
floor
per
(270)489-2116 leave
message

Murray Ledger & Tirne3

2000 Cadillac Sedan
Deville. 84,000 mi,
great
condition,
$10,000. Call 753-1275
1990 Oldsmobile 88
24,000 act. miles, 29
miles per gal. $3,900.
1997 Buick Century.
White, excellent condition, $2,400 (270)3452438

*1984 El Camino SS,
75,000 miles, loaded,
PM, P/D. Tilt, Cruise.
AM/FM cassette, 2nd
owner $3,000 OBO
*8 piece drum set
$250.00 0E10. Call
753-8674 night before
9.00 pm or 753-0212
day 8.00-4:00

FORD Aerostar, Chevy
extended cab 270705-9630

Used Trucks
1998 Ford F150 XLT
White, excellent condition. $7,100 OBO. 7594851. 759-9523

05 Chevy Colorado
extcab LS. Sport pack,
2,800 mi, $18,500
1)2 650 Yamaha V-Star
Claisoc. Many extras,
$5,000
'04 Softtail Heritage.
Blackismokey
gold,
lots of extras, $18,500.
'90 Ford F-150 XL. 5.0
auto, needs trans work,
$1,950. 753-2751

Clawed
436-5141 A-AFFORDABLE Hauling Clean
out garages, gutters
junk & tree work
492-8688 ROOF
REPAIRS. New
Roofs, all types 29
years expenence. Call
Carters
A to B Moving. Local
and long distance
moves. Call Brian at
270-705-4156
A-1 Affordable Gutter
Cleaning. Cleaning out
sheds, junk clean up.
436-2887
A-1 Joe Lamb's Tree
Service
Complete
removal, trimming, etc
13 years experience
436-2867
A-1 Stump Removal
437-3044
APPLIANCE REPAIR
SERVICE & PARTS
(270) 293-8726 OR
759-5534
Chuck Van Buren

AFFORDABLE
no°
care Carpet cleaning,
stripping and waxing
27 years experience
Weekly and monthly
maintenance
rates
Commercial and residential Call Joe for
free estimates .11 &
Sons
Floor
Care
(731*42-8721
Of
(731)338-4074
ALL CARPENTRY
Remodeling, additions.
porches, 'decks, sun
rooms, vinyl siding
mobile home repair
sagging floors, termite
& water damage. L
Nimmo (270)753-9.;
or (270)753-0353
ANDRUS Excavating
•Osortified septic
installation
*Custom dozer
backhoe service
*Ponds
•Dnveways
*Insured
753-9503, 978-0343
BACKHOE &
TRUCKING
ROY HILL.
Septic system, gravel
white rock
436-2113
Dozer work & Track
hoe

LAWN SERVICE
Leaf mulching &
removal. shrub &
tree trimming
Call 753-1816
or 227-0611

C & C Renovation and
Remodeling.
We care about your
home Home repairs,
additions, decks, roofing, floor covering
landscaping, siding
-FREE ESTIMATES
Call (270)753-1499 or
(731)247-5464
proberlson0wk net

We Specialize in Cleaning"
*Vinyl Siding & Fencing *Mobik Homes
*Brick 'All External Cleaning
*Acid Cleaning Available
•We Use Hot Water *Parting Lois & Dnvessas,
David Borden
(270)527-7176 or (270) 293-0939

• ,

nit hts
C. ino(Jcovitm
Over 30 years
experience
Sales & Installakon

• 753-7728
Dr4J HANDYMAN
We do all the odd gobs
you don't have time
for
293-5438

JOHNNY WILUAMS
PAINTING
*For all residential and
small commercial
painting needs
*Intenor & Exterior
*Custom spraying for
Lawn/patio furniture
Louver doors / shutters
*No lob too small
*Free estimates
753-8858
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SIGN UP NOW
for 2006
Lawn Services.
Affordable pricing*

492-8192

226-1)505

The Stars Show the Kind of
Day You'll Have: 5-Dynamic,
4-Positive: 3-Average; 2-So-so;
I -Difficult
ARIES(March 21-April 19)
*** Though others might be
silly and in a festive mood, for
whatever reason, you are about
business and getting the job
done. Confusion surrounds your
plans and messages. Don't
stand on ceremony. Tonight: Put
in some extra hours.
TAURUS (April 20-May 20)
***** You are very playful
and lively. When others cannot
think of solutions or ideas, you
seem like a fountain of endless
creativity. Your warmth and caring are further enhanced by the
season and a personal bond.
Tonight: Share some of your
chair.
GEMINI (May 21-June 20)
*** Others seem to make life
more confusing than necessary.
Keep trying to clarity. You will be
most successful talking individually with each person. Your energy remains high. Focus on one
item at a time. Tonight: Head
home.
CANCER (June 21-July 22)
*** Speak your mind, but use
that special magnetic smile and
style. Your words mean a lot to
others. Be easygoing with someone who might think he is right.
Easily, this person could be a
brother or friend who is strongwilled. Tonight: Run Santa
errands on the way home.
LEO (July 23-Aug. 22)
*** Be sensitive to others.
Expenses could get a bit out of
control. Perhaps you should
think about more innovative gifts.
Let your imagination flow. Think
positively. If you can do more
from your home, just as well.
Tonight: Start pulling everything
together. Do less. Order in dinner.
VIRGO (Aug. 23-Sept. 22)
***** All eyes turn to you,
especially as an associate or pal
could be acting up. You'll want to
give
this
person
space.
Meanwhile, get busy touching
base with others. Wherever you
go. you find a smile. Tonight:
Eggnog with friends (unless you
have a better idea),
-- -LIBRA (Sept. 23-Oct. 22)
** Much might be going on in
your head, but you might not
want to verbalize your opinions.
Your intuitive sense kicks in with
spending. Still, be aware of the
long-term impact of what you are

Mar Pal NA f
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FUTRELL'S Tree
Service
Trimming,
removal,
stump grinding, firewood Insured 4892839
SIMMONS'S Carpentry
& Handyman work
Free estimates Call
767-0958 and 270519-8570

Calloway
Trash Service

ELECTRICIAN
New Const /Remodel/
or trouble Lic and ins
vii/ 30 yrs exp. Call
753-7091

•LOWEST PRICE
•RELIABLE
II RATES AS LOW AS
Si WO
761-3740 213-404$

it tt . 111 11 H. a I I. it 12 I' 1.. i 111)1

Horoscope
HAPPY
BIRTHDAY
for
Wednesday, Dec. 21, 2805:
This year, you need to focus on
work and your ability to grow
and break through barriers.
Often, you impose restrictions
on your mind; learn to get past
these negative patterns. Confirm
meetings and get-togethers, as
they are likely to change at the
last minute. You might not have
the control you would like, or
you might discover that you're
not on the same page as others.
Many of you will travel; others
will open up to new views
through education. Learn to trigger less. If you are single, travel
or a foreigner could have a profound effect on your love life. If
you are attached, your relationship will flourish if you schedule
a special trip together. VIRGO
helps you see others',points of
view.
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by Jacqueline Bigar
doing, OK? Tonight: Head home. Enjoy yourself wherever you are.
not be better to explain where
SCORPIO (Oct. 23-Nov. 21)
PISCES (Feb. 19-March 20)
you are coming from? Tonight:
***** Sometimes you can ***** Others touch base with
You cannot be everywhere.
get overwhelmed by the season. you. You might surpnse someChoose your company.
Not so this year! You are a busy one at a distance with a call or
bee, flying from one project to
offer. Your spontaneity might BORN TODAY
another. Consider friends who draw a strong reaction. Would it
Actor Samuel L Jackson (1948)
might be alone dunng the holidays. Make an effort. Tonight:
Choose a seasonal activity.
SAGITTARIUS (Nov, 22-Dec.
21)
**** Others frequently fashion their behavior on what you
do and say. When making choices, realize how much you are in
Now located at Melvin's Tire
the limelight. You find that a family member could be creating an
uproar. Be more aware of your
finances. Tonight: Out late.
"No Job Is Too Big or Too Small!"
CAPRICORN (Dec. 22-Jan. 19)
**** The Sun moves into your
401 N. 4th St.
Murray
762-0000
sign today, signaling a very joyous period. Focus on what you
want, but be willing to break past
patterns to achieve that goal.
Networking and making new
friends could play an important
role. Tonight: Put on some holiday music.
'81/00arrien's Recibir) Premium and Single
fatte Artallsea kr re Farina/of iten
AQUARIUS(Jan. 20-Feb. 18)
Vrin nut* of ar De odid fil Aical issr
Premium Deterred Annuities are competi***** If you treat each perWaraysof iffwat Ain
tive alternatives to other savings plans The
ami•fm•MiNfift,
son as if he or she is the most
mama guaranteed rate' is
Shelia
Crouse
important at that moment, you
Lowry
330
C.C.
Drive
will experience greater success
WOODMEN OF THE WORLD
Murray, KY 42071
and happiness. Sometimes you
LIFE INSURANCE SOCIETY
270-753-741
detach way too much. Most peoHOME Offla.OMAHA,NIBIRASKA
cell 270-293-7197
ple need more warmth. Tonight.

Me yin's Tire
Murray Towing

„

s,,„, Call 753-4411

How ABOUT AN

CRURING?

A NMIITY?

3.75%

Give A Gift
That Anyone Would
Love To Open.

It's the ideal Christmas gift for those who love the hand-crafted quality of
a prized collectible. It's a Case knife-the most collected knife in the world.
Stop by now for a good selection of knives that people love to open
not just on Christmas Day, but day after day after day.

W,R.CASILit SONS ClITLLIRY C.,
HAND CtArro)Kmrsrts 9•02

Availablt at

MURRAY HOME B AUTO
Chestnut St. • Murray • 753-2571
Mon. - Fri., 7:30 a.m. - 5 p.m.• Sat., 7:30 a.m. - 1 p.m.
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LookingBack
10 years ago
Published is a picture of Murray Postoffice employee Brad
Miller sorting through the hundreds of boxes yesterday as he
prepares to go on his route. Today.
Dec. 20. is perhaps the busiest
Jay in the postoffice prior to Christmas, according to Postmaster Mark
Kennedy.
Mr. and Mrs. Joseph D. West
will be married 50 years Dec. 25.
Murray State University Racers won 108-7 over Washington,
Mo., University and Lady Racers
lost 66-52 Mississippi State at
basketball games at Murray. High
scorers for Murray were Marcus
Brown and Stephanie Minor.
20 years ago
Comrade OdeIle C. Tutt was
presented with special medals for
combat duty in World War 11 at
a dinner meeting .of Chapter 50
of the Disabled Amencim Veterans.
Cody Worth Adams was recognized and promoted to E-6 Staff
Sgt. with the 614th M.P. Co.,
Kentucky National Guard, at the
Christmas dinner.
Mr. and Mrs. Euel B. Morton
will be married 50 years Dec. 21.
girths reported include a boy to Mr. and Mrs. Wayne Perrin,
Dec. 12; a boy to David and Barbara Holtgrewe, Dec. 16; a boy
to Michael and Melissa Shaffer
and a girl to Danny and Sue Ellen
Taylor, Dec. 17.
30 years ago
The home of Mr. and Mrs.
Jim Irby on the Penny-Airport Road
was destroyed by fire about 630
p.m. on Dec. 18.
Murray High School Band
Director Joe Sills has been selected as a delegate to the North
American Band Directors Coordinating Committee. He attended

DEAR ABBY: I would like
to make a plea to your readers.
All of you who still have plenty,
please consider those close to
you, around you, around the
country and around the world
who do not.
With
hard
economic
times here
many.
for
wars
plus
and natural
disasters,
many people
lost
ha v e
loved ones,
and
jobs
-homes
By Abigail
and happy
Van Buren
memories
have been replaced with traumatic ones.
Please do not ask them to
reciprocate with expensive travel, food and gifts.
Do not expect them to "forget" what they hase lost.
Do not use alcohol to "celebrate" the holidays with them.
Do not flaunt what you have
that they do not.
Do not complain about the
little things that bother you.
What CAN you do?
Do express that you understand their difficult times.
Do suggest name-drawing for
gifts, exchanging homemade
gifts or donating to charity.
Do open your home to them
no strings
as a respite
attached.
Do provide practical gifts to

the first state to secede from the
Union.
In 1879. Thomas A. Edison
privately demonstrated his incandescent light at Menlo Park. N.J.
In 1945, the Office of Price
Administration announced the end
of tire rationing, effective Jan. I.
1946.
In 1963. the Berlin Wall was
opened for the first time to West
Berliners. who were allowed oneday visits to relatives in the East-

ern sector for the holidays.
In 1976. Chicago Mayor
Richard J. Daley died at age 74.
In 1987. more than 3.000 people were killed when the Dona
Paz. a Philippine passenger ship.
collided with the tanker Vector
off Mindoro island.
In 1989, the United States
launched Operation Just Cause,
sending troops into Panama to
topple the government of General Manuel Noriega.

Dear Abby

Todaylnilistory

38)

By The Associated Press
Today is Tuesday. Dec. 20. the
354th day of 2005. There are II
in the year.
days
Today's Highlight in History:
On Dec. 20. 1803, the Louisiana
Purchase was completed as ownership of the territory was formally transferred from France to
the United States during ceremonies
in New Orleans.
On this date:
In 1860, South Canilina became

led

Hormones might be to
blame for discoloration

Victims of hard times deserve
compassion during holidays

the annual meeting in Chicago,
ill_ Dec. 17.
In high school girls basketball
games. Calloway Lakers won 4626 over Trigg County Wildrata
and Murray Tigers won 51-20
over Fulton City. High team scorers were Critter McKenzie for
Calloway and Denise Bumphis for
Murray.
40 years ago
Murray State College Symphony Orchestra, directed by Prof.
H. Leo Blair and featuring Prof.
Russell Terhune. pianist, presented a program at the recital hall
of the fine arts center. Members
of the orchestra from Murray are
David Gowans. John Darnall. Neale
Mason,
Baar and Josiah
Darnall.
Prof. Boris Schiel of the speech
department of Murray State College, spoke abut -Christmas Customs in Germany" at a meeting
of the Murray Rotary Club held
at the Murray Woman's Club house.
In games in third round of
Calloway County High School Basketball Tournament, Murray Tigers
won over Trigg County Wildcats
and Carlisle County Comets won
over Benton Indians. Vic Dunn
was high scorer for Murray.
50 years ago
The United Fund Drive of Murray and Calloway County has gone
over the top with a total of S21,007
registered thus far, according to
Holmes Ellis, general chairman.
Russell Nelson. 68. Dexter,
died Dec. 19 from injuries sustained in a one car accident one
mile east of Dexter.
Recent births reported at Murray Hospital include a girl to Mr.
and Mrs. Benton Mullins, a boy
to Mr. and Mrs. Charles York and
a boy to Mr. and Mrs. Bobbie
Gene Jones.
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replace those lost to natural disasters or to comfort those at
war.
Do express your love and
support.
Do help loved ones get mental health support if they need it.
Do volunteer your time at a
project,
shelter, rebuilding
school or day care, senior care
facility or military support
group.
Do be thankful for what you
have. -- HOPING FOR GOOD
HOLIDAYS, STILLWATER,
OKLA.
DEAR HOPING: You have
offered practical suggestions for
this holiday season, and I hope
my readers will keep them in
mind. I would like to add one
more-suggestion to the ones you
listed: Do offer a willing ear to
Mow who need a chance to
vent, and although it may be
uncomfortable to hear, don't try
to minimize their feelings. A lot
of people have experienced a
record amount of trauma in the
last few years as well as recent
months. Although you may not
be able to solve their problems.
sometimes it can be enough just
to listen, affirm what they're
saying, and offer hope.

DEAR DR. GOTT: I am a MKS& mod dam to-evaluauna the
number, location mid pews of
54-year-old CaUt*Mall V*010t10. and
I SAILS on hormone -replas:ement the petechiac If it Ms dime
therapy for five years. Soon after 'abed. sag) HRT If not. I believe
beginning the that yuu should address ilia issue
with a hematologist. Whik rue
HRT,
noticed the candies:is may be.aosmai mid HRT
appearance related. 1 warm to make ame that
you lotlow up on it Est inform
of a very
me of any new deveiciplaellb_
unsightly.
To give you related informs
brownish/
purplish non, I am sending you a copy of
my Health Rqson "Blood — DOM
skin discol00 lions and Duasrders.oration
DEAR DR. GOTT: What kind
tower
my
legs and tins. of reaction might a person expepinpoint rience when ceasing methadone'
My son was in the program for
blood spots
By
I saw my
over two years. and now that the
Dr. Peter Gott dermatologist treatments have ended, he wants .
about this. He to sleep more, has pain in his
said the discoloration (iron pigmen- legs and has either diarrhea Of
tation) is caused by bleeding into constipation What light can you
the skin, and there is nothing that shed on the subject'
DEAR READER: Methadone.
he knows of that would clear up
itself a narcotic, is considered to
the discoloration, which has now
progressed to abuse my calves. 1 be less addicti‘e than heroin, so
has.e no health issues and take it is often used as a substitute
no medications, and all of my drug during the withdrawal and
recent lab work was normal, includ- detoxification process Methadone
ing coagulation/platelet/prothrom- does not cause a heightened feel
mg of well being or sleepiness.
hin time. Can you please shed
some light on this chronic condi- howeser, some withdrawal symption. its cause and a possible rem- toms may appear once the drug
is discontinued Such symptom!.
edy?
DEAR READER: Tiny freck- can include restlessness and bowel
les of blood in the skin are known irregulants
Although your son may he expemedically as petechiae. Although
•••
riencing minor withdrawal sympthey are common in the elderly
DEAR ABBY: Could you
because our skins are thin and toms. I suspect that his hod> is
merely adjusting to being drug-free.
traumatized easily, they may be
please give me some advice
the earliest sign of a serious clot- Recovering addicts often feel
regarding proper wedding etiting deficiency. Fortunately', you sleepy. depressed. edgy and
quette when it comes to giving
ha%e been tested for this condi- "%.pacey" because their minds and
the bride and groom a blessing?
tion and were found to be nor- bodies have become accustomed
Our daughter was recently
to a drug crutch. This should pass
mal.
married. and her maid of honor
Because your peteehme start- in time. Nonetheless. I beliese
and best man each gave a small
your son should describe his symped soon after your HRT. I think
speech with a toast. My huswe could blame the hormones, toms to the doctors who are, in
band was planning to give them
which may be contributing to your charge of his drug-abuse program,
because he may need further counproblem.
a blessing and say a prayer over
I suggest discontinuing the hor- seling or treatment
them. However, before he had a
mone-replacement therapy for a
chance to get the microphone.
got
family
the
an older friend of
hold of it and gave a blessing
she had absolutely no authority
to give. She went on for five
spades are left withering on the sine !
East dealer
minutes while my husband
Now let's suppose Last plays the
Both sides vulnerable
fumed the whole time. He felt
jack of spades on the opening trick
NORTH
like he was robbed.
rather than the ace In that case.
•10 7
We have not discussed our
South is essentially forced to win the
• VA 10 5
trick with the king. since the whole
•K 9 8
feelings with this woman, and
suit could be run against him if West
•A J 943
are unsure how to handle this
had the ace He would then go down
EAST
WEST
situation. We don't want this to
one after the club finesse lost and
•A 4
•Q 9 8 6 5
and another
happen again at our next wed•J 9 8 3
Fast played the
•
64 2
spade
•.1 10 7 2
•5 4 3
ding. -- ROBBED IN ILLIIt is true that in playing the tack
•K 8
•62
NOIS
rather than the ace. LaSI MUM iolate
SOUTH
DEAR ROBBED: Your
the general practice of playing third
•K 32
question is a first. I have never
hand high Isiesertheless, the play of
•K Q7
the jack has solid logic behind it
•A Q 6
heard of "blessing etiquette" or
Bs the Rule of Eiesea. 1 ast
40Q 107 5
an order of priority for offering
knows that declarer has only one
The bidding.
them. As far as I'111 concerned.
spade higher than the six If he
North
Sliest
.South
East
the more prayers and blessings a
assumes that card is the king. the
I \T
Pass
I VI'
Pass
tack automatically becomes the
six of spades
Opening lead
couple receives, the better -proper play Hoarser, it is also true
A defender cannot rely on stanand your husband should have
that if the card is the quern. it costs
that is. what one
dard procedure
stepped up to the plate and
East a trick to play the jack
and
would do most of the time
offered his own.
The question. therefore, is
expect to get the best results. Take
whether South is more likely to has e
P.S. The way to prevent
this deal where Westileads a spade
against three notrump Dummy fol- the queen or the king Gisen that
someone from grabbing the
lows low, and if Last makes the mis- South should base a minimum of It,
of
out
speaking
microphone and
points in high cards for his onetake of playing the ace, declarer
turn would be to control who
notrump opening. and that Last can
makes the contract.
has it, and have a list of schedSouth docks the jack continua- see 22 points between his own hand
tion and wins the third spade with the and dummy, It becomes impossible
uled speakers.
king. He then tries a club finesse, los- for %kin' to hold the king Conseing to Last's king, but scores the rest quently, the jack is the proper plas at
Dear Abby is written by
of the tricks as West's two good trick one
Abigail Nan Buren, also
Tomorrow: It could happen to anyone
known as Jeanne Phillips. and
esiosamt icaturrs s0riftas In.
was founded by her mother.
Pauline Phillips.

Dr. Gott
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Crosswords
ACROSS
1 Drenched
Thumper's
friend
9 Poetic adverb
12 Cold War ons
13 Audibly
14 AFC mail drop
15 Like a chimney
17 Tow truck
19 Niche
21 Southeast
Asian
22 Gathered
25 Baylor
University srte
29 - Havre
France
30 Opposite
of credit
32 Bang
33 Navajo foe
35 Unspoken
37 401(k) cousin
38 Calendar da
40 Puts up with
42 Fun house cry
43 Locate

0
ESIET--1-1E IFI cor WCO FtSEAR)
FUR

4

IFR F. I IE L ID00
0' LOOKS EXAdTLY
LIKE THE ONE SHE
SENT Lle LAST YEAR

2

-3

44 Bram Stoker
novel
46 Bravo
in Barcelona
49 StratfordS river
50 Least rigid
54 Knockout gas
57 Opening
58 Sales pitch
60 Decorate
cupcakes
61 Eur nation
62 Hunts and
pecks
63 Seed container
DOWN
1 Mo tractions
2 Seff-importance
3 Carnivore's
delight ihybh
4 Rifle
attachment
5 Paces) or Unser
6 Cut the grass
7 Knot on a tree
8 Sudden thought
9 Tibetan ox
-s

a

12
17

S

urn

Is

29
as

(MARCIE Y.60T.,
14E1
ANY EXTRA CHRISTMAS
CARDS? I FORGOT TO
BUY SOME

AND'HOW ABOUT
STAMPS? I'LL NEED
SOME STAMPS:TOO__

HERE, KEEP THIS
ONE . THEN I
WON'T NAVE TO
Y041 .
SEND IT

TO

I TIS TUE
IT. 6000 TO SEE
YOtrFILLED WITH SEASON
TO BE
THE HOLIDAY
SARCASTIC
SPIRIT, SIR
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10 unreal in verse 23 Slowdown
24 Minced
11 Choice word
16 Frog look-alike 26 Boxing great
27 Kane of Tax(
18 Dairy herd
28 Plains tnbe
20 Shish 31 Pageant weer
22 Floods
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'0
abbr
36 FleaNy goes
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39 Word
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TV Listings Wednesday, December 21;10tir
WEDNESDAY MORNING

Good Morning Arra/rice X

News

Today (In Stereo) X

cussing how Spencer's death
will be addressed on the show
until production meetings start
again in two weeks, said a
spokeswoman for Warner Bros.
Television. A phone call to
Lawrence O'Donnell. one of the
show's executive producers, was
not immediately returned on
Monday.
Also, the show airs no new
episbdes until Jan. 8. with the
last of the completed episodes
not scheduled to air until March
19, due to the Winter Olympics
and other specials. NBC said.
Spencer is featured in two of
the unaired episodes. The show
scheduled for Jan. 8 includes a
debate between vice presidential

The Early Show (In Stereo(I

WWI

lisp

Holchett Mohan Judge Bethke X

Mildest Show

Divorce Judge A.

People's Court

Eye Eye Eye Eye

Namy [Mad AM. Starting OverI

Hip

Regis and Rely

Hem-

11111bil-

Inspire- Today

lieges

Life Tod Mania [Meyer

Dragon Cailhu

Shrinks Berney

Sesame Street X

Sabilmi Paid

Paid

Bogey

SporteCenter1

SporteCenter X

Paid

Rockford Files

UvIng

The Price le Right You/eels.. /
Maliock It Stereo Magnum,Pi X
Hickey Feed
inspireVal
Lions

Teketub Rogers Reeding

Girl-

Purgers Cosby

Cosby

24 3838 II SportsCenter X

ESPN2
PTV

25 30 25
NFL Live FastCold Pius In Stereo Live) X
24 49 27 24 (600) lifTV Video Wills-Up Warning IITV Hits

Cold Pizza in Steg$01
_ X

TNT

23 27 39 14 Angel lin Stereo)

ER "The Provoers ER -Middleman X Judging Amy X

TLC

29 41 41

NYPD Blue A

SportsCerderI
MI X

NYIND Biwa

NFL LM Fest.

SporteCenter X

Series ofPoker

Rumor

True Lb

Punk'd

AMC

SassHI-5 X Pearl Peep 1 Baby
fleby
Wedding Duds,WM Notto Wear
Baby
Xi 52 31 31 Fit Lite Workout Design- Design- Golden Golden Nanny Nanny VIM:
Unsolved Myst
ti
32 51 49 5 Omit Heal(2001) Movie:*** "12 Monkeys"(1995)Bruce Wile.le
"Bo***% "Spy Genie"(2001,-Action)
34 5838
NM*****'Orme(1968,Miloil)Rom Moody.'G
Vermeil

A&E
AM

35 35 44 27 SmileGreet1113 MON Ames
36 53 36 2 Kong
Spider Rangers Rangers

NICK
HGTV.

37 n 24 4 Oddpw- Oder' Sponge Sponge Dora
Go
43 36 18
Rebecca Crafters Room
Guilts Duvall Duvall
44 33 30 23 Paid
Paid
Paid
Paid
Stooges Stooges
52 26 21 13 Saved- Saved- Saved- Saved- Dewson's Creek ii
65 32 SO
Night Before
Christmas Dino
Tickle U

SPIKE

COURT

05 61

Paid

BET

67 39

(580) BET Morning inspiration

CMTV

70 34

(5:00) CPT Music

HBO

GO 71 51

MAX

NS 72 54

SHOW

16) 73 52
78 31 57

C4SN
FLIX
HBO2

Paid

Paid

Paid

"Kanors Crwfsteas-(7004)9C
Blues-

Back-

Room

jRoom

7 Days -Voris X

. City Contidentiel

investigative

"Boise at Christman-GOP Step
Dora

Step

Full Hut Full Hes.

Lazy-

Max

Dore

Country Design- POW
MacGyvw X

Howes

Deep Space9

Mthile:*1
/
2"Olilleistailinal14111 Becker
Ed Edd Christ- Au i

Becker
Ami

Open Court

Trial Heat
Wayans litayans Jamie F. Jamie F. 106 & PM.Top 10 Live

BET

Movie:**In Ilialisame Rocie(1957) • ,.

GIs* 1110vir tit "The fli.Sounce" fkiMe:*** "Sansfring's Goes Gne"(2003)IC Illidt in Goal Corrpernsti
+Sleek *** "Las akestatilar 0998)1 MAX Set fa* low Dont Costa 77trig" Movie: vs Ter Senweiry Tieo-i49971
Movie: Fur Ride X Mort ** "The Prince I fie"(2304) X I-Christmas Carol: The Movie" MOOR "RamatComedy'

Wiggles 11-iiggly Eln- 'JoJo
,Dood- 'Charlie Wiggles Ikoala
Koala-Cress
i Charlie jEin1W(5:50)Moab:"Sidebars"PG' Movie:** "Canailen Semi" l'The Return ofSwaim Thing" * "Revenge of the Red&VI152
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candidates, including Spencer.
The entire season is built
upon a presidential campaign
featuring actors Alan Aida and
Jimmy Smits, and Warner Bros.
hasn't filmed the results of the
election yet.
The lives of actor Spencer
and character McGarry had odd
similarities. Both were recovering alcoholics; McGarry was
forced to give up his White
House job because of a heart
attack.
NBC hasn't, announced a
decision on whether "The West
Wing" will return after this season. Given declining ratings
since its move to Sunday nights,
its prospects are not promising.
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By DAVID BAUDER
AP Television Writer
NEW YORK(AP)— Writers
on "The West Wing" aren't
expected to begin grappling
with how to deal with actor John
Spencer's death until after the
holidays — and the production,
and program schedule affords
them extra time to do so.
Spencer, 58, who played former White House chief of staff
and now vice presidential candidate Leo McGarry in the porttical drama, died of a heart attack
on Friday.
Because there are five
episodes of the Emmy-winning
drama already filmed, staffmembers, need not begin dis-
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NBC: No plans in place yet
for dealing with death of
'West Wing'actor Spencer
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NBC/AP
This recent publicity photo provided by NBC shows actors Martin Sheen as President
Josiah Bartlet (left) and John Spencer as Leo McGarry in a scene from "The Wedding"
episode of the "The West Wing." Spencer, 58, died of a heart attack Friday at a Los
Angeles hospital, his publicist Ron Hofmann said.
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